lliinwtlf 2lmeric<i!t.
ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 6,

SbbciUfimtnt*.

LOCAL AFFAIKiS
NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THI*

boys’ and girls’ agricultural clubs of Hancounty, to be held at Ellsworth Octuber 18 and 19, as follows: *‘The three
Ellsworth batiks have again joined in
offering $200 in scholarships, of $26 each.
The six Eugene Hale scholarships have
■gain been offered by AJrs. Hale, and Mrs.
Abbott of Portland again offers a scholarship for the potato project.’*
Tbe. American
Library association,
through tbe State librarian, will stajrt
another drive for reading matter for the
soldiers, beginning March 8. Books in
good condition—readable and modern fiction— artf requested. Anyone having such
books to donate to this worthy purpose
are requested to leave them at the city
library or with Miss M. A. Hodgkins,
pock

WEEK

Bijou theatre

■aQxlAiJiflfluMUIklai
ARE YOU WAITING FOR OPPORTUNITIES?
Why sit down and

wait for

i

The Hurrill National bank
Hancock Co Havings Bank
J A Haynes-Groceries special
M L Adams—Dry goods
0 W A F L Mason—Insurance statements
•*
Edmond J Walsh—

!

HCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH

In

opportunities?

The most successful men created opportunities—they did not wait for them to
turn up, but turned them up.
Your opportunity to save is now.
Start an account with the 'Bun-ill National
Bank.

POSTOFFICE.

effect. Jan. 20, 1918.

\

MAILS RECEIVED.

Day*.

Week
From Wrest—6.41
From East— 11.10

4.14 p m.
6.22 p m.

a m;
a ro;

AT POBTOFFICR

MAILS CLOSE

Registered mall should be at postofflce half

tbe

hour before mail closes.

an

WKATHKR

Kuril nit

ments

March «, 1018.
observations
taken at the powei
station of the Mar Harbor A Union Rivei
Power Co., in rfllaworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

midnight.]

at

Weather
condition*

Temperature
19—

32—

22
28—
18—
32—

38-

forenoon
clear
fair

29—

snow

40—

fair

34—

snow

8-

30-

fair
fair

lam

The

Calls

War

Wed
Thun
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues

You

to

Go to your

postoffice—your bank—and
buy interest-bearing Government bonds
to help win the war.
Buy yotfr first
25c Thrift Stamp to-day ; and buy more
as

often

as

you

best

The

investment

the

in

38—

—

Ration

afternoon
fair

cloudy
cloudy
fair,snow

.02
.02
.08

fair
fair

cloudy

J. H. Donovan, who has been seriously
ill of pneumonia, is improving.

world.

The woman’s club will meet next Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. E. J. Collins.
William Maljney has purchased the
shoe-repairing business of Arno J. Patten,

Ask your Postmaster

and taken

possession.
Charles J. Brown, who has
been ill of pneumonia the past few weeks,

any Hanker

Friends of

|

pleased to

are

A

see

him out.

Jesse Clarry fell on the sidewalk
Water street yesterday, and broke

Mrs.
on

both bones

BUILDING

F-61l_t_OWS

right

with bis

son

Fred

5 acta.

Donations

quantities

Junior Ked Cross.
Mrs. F. C. Burrill

by the

suffering

special printing:

Kiug,

W.

from

a severe

who

has

attack of

been

sciatica,

and

hopes

“

“

2.75*

one

again soon.
literature club will meet next Monday evening with Miss Catherine Hurley.
Roll-call “What is Heard in Washingand his
papers, “Hoover
Miss
Stockbridge;

Wings,”

Mrs.

“War

Royal.

Mrs. Loudon is

in

New York

en

route to

Mt. Desert and Ellsworth to visit relatives.
Her book gives a charming description

Shoe and Harness Repairs
by Parcel Post
charges paid
way.
Prompt Delivery.

Eatabliahsd

S

Years

Local Agent for

Stage

and Express

C. c. BURRILL

&

SON

—Established 1807—

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
Representing some of the

leading companies

and foreign

of this

countries

CLOTHING
Small

but

well

selected

stock

at

money-saving prices.
Repairing of mil kind*
M»lr>

DAVID
Street

FRIEND
Cllaworth

Albert N. Cushman
Electrician andContractor
Electric Supplies

Estey Building

and Fixtures
•

Telephone 37-11

Ellsworth

WoodWanted
We

are

in

the

market

for

Rock

Birch, Yellow Birch,
also Poplar.
Maple,

Good

Prices,

White

quality of

in

island

possessions,

and

Ellsworth

learned

of tbe death of Charles

with

Otis, known

as
his frequent visits
through
Klark-Urban
the
agent of

advance

Mr. Otis died at
company.
Laconia, N. H., February 26, aged sixtytwo years. He was a native of Orland,
theatrical

and

his

body

was

brought there

for

stock.

according

to

Please call

at our office or address

Ellsworth Hardwood Co.

Wednesday evening, March 13, at 7 30
o’clock, there will be a meeting at Society
hall of all who are interested in the making of surgical dressings. Miss Parsons of
Boston, a surgical dressing instructor,
will address the meeting, showing the
latest methods of making the gauze dressings. It is hoped that there will be a large

“like

was

of

1

The

in

last

Thursday

was

by selectmen, road commissioners and others interested in road
building from the county towns. Many
interesting mat era were threshed out
and explained, especially in regard to the
changes in the law in regard to Btate-aid
to towns for road building.
well attended

The

prises

Farm

Bureau

for the next

Newt announces
county contest of the

Havey’b “Fred Orphan”

second heat and second money. Bradbury
took the third money with “Earl

class, Or. H. A. Holt’s “Lady
won in straight heats, but K. H.

all anxious for another scrap while the
is in good condition.

ice

wbo is also in the service. It will be
taken to Mariavilie to-day, where services
will be held in the chapel this afternoon.

County

Ageut’a Schedule.

itinerary of County Farm Agent
George N. Worden for the coming week is
as

a

Mrs. Charles
fall

on

accepted,
to

fill

Mad docks

the sidewalk

was

taken up, and a committee of two, Aldermen Brown and Moore (2), was appointed

negotiate

a

William E.

Silver

Wedding

In California.

1

an

hour

of

conversation
was

happy couple departed

tended honeymoon to their
home around the corner.

WEST

own

settlement.

Whiting appeared beforo

lost

a

kllsworth Reunion Association.
A

meeting to complete arrangements tot

tbe 1918 reunion
held

at

of the

the office of

society

Howard

H.

will

bo

Adams,

in-

To

tends

and

charming

cow

allowed

Adjourned.

701, 52 Chauncy street, Boston, Saturday afternoon, March 9, at 2.30 o’clock*
President Redman requests all members
of the committee to be present, and ex-

KLL8WURTH

George Cunningham

was

last

room

an

invitation to others interested in

tbe reunion to attend.

Youthful fvlothers.
Some of the world’s notables have
been born of parents well over thirty
years of age.
Conversely great numbers of them were born of youthful
mothers.
Abraham Lincoln’s mother
was only twenty-five at
the time of
his birth.
Napoleon the Great was
born of parents twenty-three and nineteen years of age, respectively. The
mother of Pasteur, undoubtedly the
greatest genius France has yet produced, was under thirty, as were the
mothers of Herbert Spencer, Michael
Farraday and John Stuart Mill,

IbbertnatmcntB.

week.

body arrived in Ellsw orth yesterday, accompanied by a brother, Charles,

of

injuries by

for

was

elected

was

Mrs*
Davis and Mrs. Etta H. Fernald,
the law requiring that an applicant must
be aged, infirm and dependent before receiving State-aid.
The claim of William H. Fernald, father
of Arthur G. Fernald, as dependent father,

estates at Bar Har-

The

team

Nellie L.

j

The

tbe vacancy.
Tbe claim

j

fire

George Hamilton

and

the board to withdraw tbe claims of

:

j

resignation of Eugene P. Warren

driver of the

Ellsworth.

enthe strains of
tered, the groom in full dress with his
Mariavilie Boy Dies lu Service.
best man, the bride appropriately attired,
Another gold star is added to Hancock with veil and orange blossoms. She was
county’s service flag lor Alton P. Frost of given away by Mr. Fairchild. The full
service was read by B. S. |MacMariavilie, who died Monday ol pneu- j Episcopal cousin of the
Farland,
groom. The remonia at the base hospital at Camp Dev- ;
sponses were beard amid suppressed merriment.
ens, Ayer, Mass. He gave his life (or his
Shouts of laughter, showers of rice and
country.
Alton Frost was a sou of Mr. and Mrs. congratulations followed. Delicious reThe couple were
were served.
freshments
Joseph C. Frost of Mariavilie, and was recipients of many handsome gifts of
twenty-three years old. He left Ells- silver, cut glass, linen and flowers.
worth for Camp Devens with the first
for an exThe

f<arm

Tbe
ns

$4,472 33

to

wedding ceremony.
Lobengren, the couple

Ayredale farm,

L9

Mr. \oung has recently sold his speedy
chestnut horse Goldie to E. B. Wyman of

troduced—a mock

the

526

1,177 50

Grand total.

Young’s “Venus” was a close second in
each heat.
George Lafflu took third
money with a grandson of “Colombo.”
The horsemen all pronounced the day a
great success, and winners and beaten are

years of age, and

of drafted men on
contingent
19 last, and became a member
of the 303d heavy artillery. Previous to
being called he was employed as a

60

King.”

en-

September

$2,768
ROLL.

$822 00
355 50

Common schools.
High school....

In the 2.30

large

COMMISSIONER'S

Highways. $ 475 87
by Fred Sidewalks.
50 81
H.
heats,
j
the
SALARY
ROLL.
TEACHERS’
taking
j

Smith

ment.

repairing.

Ellsworth

H.

After

at

accounts No. 1

fol-

as

There were two races,
2:30 class. The first was won
Wheeler’s “William A,” in four

Boy Killed.

on summer

Roll of

passed

were

free-for-all and

a

spring.”

mechanical

j

STREET
a

capdy.
good condition. In
he
said
the
January

as

most of the horse-

convenient to

body w'ill be brought here lor inter- j music, the feature of the evening

bor, and later
Bangor.

mission

more

men.

as

Kluehill’s most

Friends of Harold L. Hooper, signal
corps, who has been attending the army
school of aerial photography at Cornell
university, Ithaca., N. Y. will be pleased
to hear of his successful completion of
that course and of his transfer to the
Eastman Kodak Co's, school at Rochester,
N. Y, for an advanced course in camera
The county road meeting held with the
of the State highway com-

hh

the eatables and

thirty

was

gardener

members

Friday. It was originally planned to present.
Bolls of accounts
meeting at Ellswerth, but the !
place was later changed to West Sullivan | lows:
have the

would wish to see.”

employed

attendance.

construction and

healthy

and

for the

Sullivan

West

last

Myrick.

read.

interment.

Bluehill, Me.

Ed. Q. Williams,

widely

Friends
here

Bluehill Shoe and Harness Hospital

beautiful

our

will be

regret

Mark your address carefully.
Best of Stock and Workmanship.

one

of

at
Regular
Meeting of Hoard.
Tbe regular meeting of the city government was held Monday evening, Mayor
Hagertby presiding, and the full board

county horseman’s day drew

speed

Business

New

Little

West

Feb. 20 (special)—A
Berkeley, Cal
was given Mr. and Mrs. Sewand then took a course in engineering at | surprise party
ell Salisoury,of Berkeley, Cal., al the home
the University of Maine. He was gradof Mrs. Salisbury’s granddaughter, Mrs.
uated from the university in 1916, with
in honor of their
honors, He was a member of the honorary George Fairchild, recently
silver wedding anniversary. Mr. and Mrs.
engineering society, and of the Phi Kappi ;
were
guests at dinner, after
Phi. He was also a member of Brooks- Salisbury
which, while engaged in a quiet game of
ville lodge, F. and A. M.
were interrupted by the enHe was a man of tine character, of talent whist, they
and friends,
and executive ability, and popular wTith trance of relatives, neighbors
about tbirty-tive. The surall. He leaves, besides bis parents, Charles numbering
and the greetings
was genuine
L. Smith and wife of Bluehill, one brother, prise
Byron, of StQnington, and a sister, Mrs. hearty.

Silent

Partner,”

Hancock

fact,”

promising young
He was for five years superintendmen.
ent of the granite works in BrookBville,

to

Plain printed butter paper, blank for name, pound size, 35 cents a
An advance copy of “Our Hawaii,” by
pound. Orders for four pounds or more 3ent postpaid; under four Charmian Kittredge London (Mrs. Jack
pounds add *c> pound for postage.
London; has been received by friends nere

*»aii

was

Mr. Smith

out

ton;”

on

MEETING.

CITY

the lee at

out horse-lovers and some
meeting at the ice track at

gineer.

The

pound size, $2.00; half-pound size, $1.75

as

as one

written in

where he

still confined to his borne, though able
to be up and about the house. He feels

improving,

Ellsworth

HORSEMAN’S DAY.

Rluehill, March 5 (special). Mrs. K.
E. Myrick received a ttl gram from Lowell, Mass, Monday, announcing the death
of her brother, Allan C. Smith, who was
scalded by escaping steam following an
explosion in an electric generating plant

is

that he is

Insurance

Fire

Black”

Lymburuer, and will continue
distributing service here, with headquarters at Ellsworth Falls.

now

are

boxes arrive in

weather

the

be

3.00;

bunch

a

letter

a

Co., succeeding

for the Texas Oil

agency
James

ment napvr, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There Is cheaper paper on the market; Done better.

“we

friends, especially
The

the local

over

TARLEY

W.

Phone 14

Interesting Racing

matter of

a

Bank
Maine

O.

He expresses bis appreciation of ChristEllsworth
mas
remembrances sent by

small

or

County Savings

Hancock

j Ellsworth,

BUNCH.

“As

Bhiehlll

Justice A.

“

writes,

happy

Yarn may be left with
or Mrs. George S. Fos-

.Shirley Gray has taken

Best quality lied Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parch-

“

France."

ilds of

w

ter.

Butter Paper Printed At
The American Office

■>O0 sheets
“
1000

arrived

city.

of yarn in large
will
be appreciated

Getting Up More Speed
Some people lag behind on the road to prosperity because they
lose their ambition and energy in accomplishing something worth
while.
An account with us will help you to get up more speed by furnishing the proper incentive for regular weekly or monthly deposits.

Boy Denies Humor That
Troops in France are 111.
Robert Holden,
with the American
forces in France, writes to his grandHastings of
mother, Mrs. Harriet L.
Ellsworth Falls, denying the rumor that
the American troops “are sick from the

Dr. H. L. D. Woodruff, who has been

calls in tbe

i

American

he

professional

q/^Ellsworth,Maine

by tbe State, county and towns.

Ellsworth

laid up several weeks with a dislocated
shoulder, is now able to be out and attend to

Union TkusT Company I

Sullivan.

home last week.

—

Price, including

Baltimore,

in

us.

Arrange-

agreement reached as to tbe
part of the expense to be

A HEALTHY

County Attorney Fred L. Mason, who
has spent the latter part of tbe winter

BA1UKDAY—Gall Kane in “The Red Women,” B acta.

paper and

arm.

court.

WEDNESDAY—“The Greater Power.” Metro, 5 acta.
THCRSDAY —Alice Brady in “The Selt-Made Widow,” 5 acta.
FRIDAY KBty Gordon in “The Crucial Teat,” 5 ac ta.
M INDAY—‘The Mystery Ship.”
TUESDAY—Arthur Ashley in “The Iron Ring,

her

Municipal inauguration excercises will
be held Monday evening at 7.30 at Hancock hall. Everybody is invited.
Clarington J. Carter and Austin H.
Joy have been drawn to serve as traverse
Jkirora at tbe April term of the supreme

BIJOU THEATRE
ODD

m

bridge.

As an example of the way that business
men should go after things, H. W. Dunn,
of Ellsworth,
Me., who is spending a
month in Wilmington, N. C., enjoying
spring time weather while it is still winter at his home, was especially struck
with the determined spirit manifested at
the meeting of the chamber of commerce
Wednesday at noon, and has forwarded
copies of papers to tbe secretary of the
chamber of commerce in his town. Mr.
Dunn is the owner and operator of extensive marble and granite yards at Ellsworth and Bar Harbor. He was joined by
Mrs. Dunn, who will remain in the city
possibly six weeks. Mr. Dunn w'as so
pleased with tbe beautiful spring weather
when be arrived last week that he immediately sent word to Mrs. Dunn that it
an ideal spot
to recuperate.— Wilwas
mington (N. C.) Star, Feb. 15.

The Thursday club will meet this week
H. M. Hall.

with Mrs.

j

j
j

committee to dis-

Harold E. Ball, who beads the working
staff of the new Winchester national bank
which opened in its fine new quarters on
Washington’s birthday, comes to this
town with high
recommendations in
banking circles. He is a Maine man, a
native of E lsworth, and has been secured
for tbe local institution after serving for
the past six years as treasurer of tbe
Everett Trust Co. Previous to that position he was connected with the Lubec
Trust and Banking Co., at Lubec, Me. He
member of the American Bankers
is a
association, is unmarried, and a member
of Washington lodge, F. and A. M., of
Lubec.—Winchester (Mass.) Star.

precipitation for Feb. 3.60 inches.
Average temperature for Feb. 18.7°.
**
1917, 18.1°.

1

or

m

borne

Precip-

Total

Save and invest.

can.

27

12

Bank with

j

were

$120,000, and
proportional

| From

ending

depositor of to-d^y—may be the
large depositor of to-morrow.
Many of our best customers started small—and
to-day carry large balances.
We welcome small depositors who desire to
grow with a Growing Bank.
The small

made to go on with tbe construction work under tbe contract price of

Midnight Tuesday.

at

bridge

Mt. Desert

tbe

cuss

For Week

I

county road meeting, a meeting was
with the Hancock county commis-

sioners and tbe

KLL8WOKTH.

IN

aiJbrrtigrmrntg.

|

held

I

No. 10.

“Z,™i

!

j

librarian, at her borne.
During the visit to Ellsworth last week
of the State highway commissioners for

Going West—10.30 a m; 6.60 p m.
Goino East—6.10 am; 3.88 p ro.

1918.

Eugene Higgins, who has been ill, is

improving.
Miss Annie Carter is visiting her father,
John H. Carter.
Mrs.

Minnie Higgins is at Bar Harbor,
Stover, who is ill.

with Mrs. Linuie
*

DOLLARDTOWN.

NURSE
Hiss n. Elizabeth

Googins,

94 Franklin St., Ellsworth
Telephone, 149-3

follows:

Mrs. H. P. Davis is very ill.
March 7, Buck’s Mills road.
True worthy and witeof NorridgeByron
8, East Orland, 1.30 p. m., George wock visited Mrs. True wort
hy’s sister,
White’s.
Mrs. S. P. Stackpole, last week.
12, Lamoine, 9.30 a. m., Seth HodgWalter L. Smith of Portland visited his
kins’.
12, Lamoine, 1.30 p. m., Wm. King bis father, Vin Smith, last week. His
brother Elmer, of Portlanl, is here this
place.
13, Lamoiue, 1.33 p. m., J. B. Carter’s. wee

Home-Made
and
FOR

Marmalade
Shrub
SALE

Miss Care line
Ellsworth,

Harrington
Main*

fflutual

SUNDAYSCHOOL
Lesson 10.—First

BOITRD BY "lORT

Quarter, March

It, Motto:

j

Lesson

;

ment waxeo not old upon them, neither
did their feet swell because of their
Journeyings and the heat of the desert
Notwithstanding all
(Deut. 8-2-4).

cruel bondage In Egypt he
brought them forth with silver and
gold, and there was not one feeble person among their tribes (Ps. 105:37).
their

This is the

same horu jesus m

lesson tells

our

us,

who

iu

wnoiu

the days

of his humiliation, as God manifest in
the flesh, was ever talking of his kingdom, and showing samples of its health
and peace and prosperity. The healed
were a little girl,
orys of our lesson
twelve years old, and a woman who
had been for twelve years a sufferer.
These two twelves interest me very
much, as do the many twelves of Scripture, and some day in the glory of his
kingdom we shall understand. Meantime 1 like to remember that when, as
the Son of Mary, he was twelve years
old, he said, "1 must be about my Father’s business” (Luke 2:42. 49). so
we should ever be about his business,
here in his stead, seeking first and always, the coming of his kingdom. The
visit to the home of Jalrus to heal his
little girl was delayed by the woman
whose life had been ebbing away for
twelve years, so we will first consider
her healing.
She had been a great
sufferer, had spent all that she had.
and was nothing bettered, but rather
Luke says that
grew worse (vs. 20).
she had spent all her living upon physicians, and could not be healed by
any (Luke 8:43).
Truly her case
seemed hopeless. Then she heard of
Jesus. What a blessed day that was
for her; has anyone heard of Jesus
through you? How can they believe
As
unless they hear (Rom. 10:14)?
she heard of some of his wonderful
works, she believed In him, and said.
“If I may touch but his clothes. I shall
be whole” (vs. 2S). So with eager expeetaacy, In all her weakness, she
somehow pressed her way through the
crowd, coming nearer and nearer to
him till at last she stood behind him
and touched the hem of his garment,
and instantly she was healed. What
no physician could do. and no money
could purchase, came to her freely In
a moment, from him who is ever this
same
Jesus.
Try to Imagine tt:
twelve years a sufferer, and now a
well woman! Oh, how he just loved
to do it for her. He knew all about It,
he saw It all and felt It all, and now
he would do more than she had
dreamed of. He would speak to her
personally a word of comfort. His
disciples were surprised that he should
ask.- “Who touched my clothes?" for
as Peter and the others said:
“Master. the multitude throng thee and
But
press thee” (vs. 31; Lute 8:4S).
there is a great difference between
touching or hearing him as the crowd
does, and touching or hearing him for
a definite blessing or message to one’s
ovu

sen,

as

ue

ioo*teu

round

aoout,

communications, and its success depends largely
ComIn this respect
on the support given
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will o« rejected without srood reason. Address
all communications to
TlIK

;

evil any more; when a King shall reign
In righteousness, and the work iff righteousness be peace, quietness and assurance forever (l‘s. 2:6; Zeph. 3:15; Isa.
32:1, 17). When he brought Israel out
of Egypt he said. “1 am the Lord (Jehoyab) that healeth thee;” “1 will take
sickness away from the midst of thee"
(Ex. 16:26; 23:25). All those forty
years from Egypt to Canaan their rai-

The purposes of this column are euccinc y
stated in the title and motto—It Is for the rout al
and alms to oe helpful and hopeful
Belog^for the common good, U Is for the comInmon use—a public servant, a purveyor of
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
solicits
It
terchange ot Ideas. In this capacity

1

good

suffering,

Ellsworth, Me.

could get well.

riband.

mitting to an operation. It relieved me
irom

my

uvuuiw

I can do my house work without any
difficulty. I advise any woman who is
afflicted with female troubles to give
Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable Comso

a trial and it will do as much for
them.”—Mrs. Mahib Boyd, 1421 6tb

pound

St, N. E., Cantor., Ohio.
Sometimes there are serious condi-

hospital operation is the
only alternative, but on the other hand
women
have been cured by this
so many
famous root and herb remedy, Lydia E.
Pinkbam's Vegetable Compound, after
doctors have said that an operation was
tions where a

every woman who wants
necessary
to avoid an operation should give it a
fair trial before submitting to such a
trying ordeal.
If complications exist, write to Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.,
for advice. The result of many years
experience is at your service.
—

shorter stories?
Of course we have to look over the daily
is progresspapers to see how the the war
ing and wbHbtr we are to get coal
on
so we can
a
train
to
enough
keep daily
We surely would think it a
get our mail.
be cut off
if
we
had
to
great inconvenience
from the outside world for a week, as we
used to <n the time of the Civil war and
much later.
While »e are shut in by the weather
it wil‘ be a good time to count our
blessings, especially we older oues who
can recall the time when we used to walk
to school over the tops of the fences on
the big drifts of snow-, and sit m the old
school bouse w ith the cold w ind coming
in round our feet as we sat in the back
seat trying to concentrate our thoughts
from our cold feet to our lessons. 1 think
C. will recall those experiences. I have
often lived them over in my dreams, and 1
am always trying to get ahead in my studies but never can.
I sometimes dream of teaching and I am
always so bothered I can never hear a leswithout
son
being harassed by some
uuruly urchin or in some other way.
Would like to tell you w bat a tune 1 had
not long ago trying to entertain tb«“ M. B.
reunion in my dreams, but think 1 have
written enough along that line.
1 have a brown bread recipe which 1 will
send. It is one 1 have been using lately
that I sort of made up myself, and found
it very satisfactory.
Aunt Madge, 1 have the recipe reserved
of ginger snaps you put in the column
and am going to make some to-morrrow.
Wish I had done it to-day, aud then I
could have told you howl like it, but I
am sure I
shall, for after such good
judges as you and Jasmine, think they
need no further recommendation.
Was so sorry for Mr. Chatto’s loss. I
think we who had met there so many
limes could hardly help feeling that we
bad met with a personal loss.
Was very glad to hear from Aunt Susan
through the column, for I always enjoy her
Was glad to hear
Lome often.
letters.
from Irish Molly, too.
Aunt Maria, have any of your plants
1 lost one and
frozen this cold winter?
some of the foliage of others in the first
real cold snap, through my carelessness in
not caring for tbefit.
Think 1 have spun this out long enough
Kindest
for this time, so will stop.
wishes to all.
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47b, SLLBWOBTH.
nignt will oe ooservad March,
13, when tbe service flag wul be presented
BAYSlDK,

A

service

in open session.
served. Visitors
food.

A
are

picnic lunch will be
requested to bring

^
LAaui.Sa
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one

candidate.

1&8, NORTH BUCKSPOBT.

2, tbe grange bild ua first meeting
to unfavorable
mice
Janur;, owing
ine icclurtr pre»c-med a tine
MoiUitr.
patriotic program. Tbe bail waa appropriate decorated.
Feb.

5®, WALTHAM.

who

OLD

GOLD

PIECE

It Was Coined 120 Year* Ago, With
Value Omitted and la Now
a Curio.

|
I

Macon, O.—Recently B. B. Gray of
Pinebloom was In Macon and bought
a ten-dollar gold piece which bore the
date of 1797. This gold piece was of
unusual shape, being the size of a halfdollar, and about ns thick as a silver
side it had the word
bust, the face of
which resembled that of Queen Victoria. It also had 16 stars.
On the reverse side there was the
usual spread eagle and shield with the
words "E Pluribus Unum” and 13
stars, with the words “United States
of America.” The number of dollars
this gold piece represented were not
indicated anywhere on it.
Mr. Gray said that It was given to
him a good many years ago by a friend
In New York, who had two of them.
The statement was made by the donor
that there were only about 12 or 13
of these gold pieces Issued when it was
discovered that they did not Indicate
the value, the $10 having been omitted. Upon
^he discovery of the omission the government attempted to recall the gold pieces, but they were such
oddities that they were very highly
treasured by the holders.
Mr. Gray states that It is his Information that the $140 was offered for
each one that could be recovered. He
says he thinks that Inasmuch as that
was the price before the
day of automobiles. that the freak gold piece
ought at least be worth the price of a
flivver now, and stands ready to make
such a swap.
quarter.

"Liberty”

j

On

one

over

a

♦

miles in our trucks,
sleeping and
in them. We were just
get some mail Down at lue other
when they moved us, and now I
suppose
it will be another month before ««
any more. 1 have not received any of ibe
packages yet, and certainly wish *1 could
get hold of those with candy in them.
dred

w

I enlisted as a chauffeur
grt over here. Home of

not pleasant, but g lg
experiences
gre.t life it you don’t weaken. You iau
me
most
by tending a lot of mail.
uelp
Any time you have nothing to do, sit
write.
If there is
and
down
anything
that looks good to me it is mail. Send »
box now and then and keep the Eli*worth
papers coming (1 received one night before
arc

o

Iasi).

1 am not driving the lieutenant now
and have more time to myself, although
my schedule for to-morrow would hardly
indicate that. 1 have to get up at 3 o’clock
in the morning and start on a trip that
will keep me out till midnight. The boys
have a couple of French soldiers down
stairs now, aud they are singing the
French national anthem.
Don’t worry about me, for I am getting
along all right. 1 have a little cold and a
touch of home-sickness once iu s while*
otherwise 1 never felt better in my life.

(Prepared by the United State* Department of Agriculture.)
The creamery at Grove (Tty. Pa., operated under the management of the
dairy division, bureau of animal industry. United States department of
agriculture, if cited in the bureau’s annual report as an excellent example
of the Influence that a weil-mannged
When
creamery has upon a locality.
It was opened In 1915 it had only 54
patrons the first month, but at the
close of the last fiscal year It had
579
patrons, from whom 378,000

hen

Btepben

266. HANCOCK.
at

Tbe

|
!
;

}
j

the ice in bis automobile.

W. 8. Greene, Mrs. Greene, Mn.
D. YV. Rollins and Miss Charlene Hollins
were
in 8argentville
Haturday, making
the trip on Capt. Greene’s ice*boat.
Arthur B. Haskell waa in town a few

Capt.

One at Grove City, Pa„ Cited as Example of Influence of WellManaged Plant.

in tbe service.

are

pit(5

our

over

are

were

beginniig

to

SUCCESS OF ONE CREAMERY

beans,
raise, potatoes
fl.&O per bushel and beans $9
or

Stratton; paper, “Women’s Part in
i this War,” Clara F. Johnson; song, Mr.
Hanna of John Dority grange; recitation,
Lyle Brown. After a stirring speech by
Kvaus Craotree, a service flag containing
eight stars was unfurled in honor of Harry
Hollins, Ellis Young, George Merchant,
Hay Partridge, Audy Partridge, Byron
Page. Hoy C. Haines and Clyde Jordan,

HAS

eating

n

With love,*
ir> pounds of cheese, produce only
Dick.
4.8 pounds Of dressed pork If fed with
corn. Skim milk, If made Into cottage
DEER filrtLE.
cheese, furnishes nearly seven times
ns much protein and nearly as much
John Murcb is spending bis vacation in
energy as the dressed pork It would Ellsworth.
produce. Of course the most nourishThe member* of Marine lodge, F. and A.
ment Is obtained when skim milk Is
M., who responded to an invitation to
or
for
either
drinking
used direct,
; visit Stonington lodge Halurday evening,
cooking. As far as possible, therefore, report a tine time.
human
for
be
used
skim m'lk should
Herbert Canary and a party of friends
food and only the excess fed to live
visited bis former home m Hunnhine. last
stock.
week, making the trip from bear sport

A grange meeting was held Feb 28, after
three omissions because of bad weather.
First and second degrees were giveu to

Mints

MAN

V

v

We bad

All skim milk should be used—none
It should furnish the maxiwasted.
to human beings and
mum of food
does this better when used direct, as
cottage cheese, prepared buttermilk,
or other by-products, than when fed
to natmala and converted into meat.'
Surplus slitm milk, of course, may be
used economically to feed hogs, yet
100 pounds of It, which will produce

candidates are to be instructed in the first and second <egreee.

eight

meeting

FRANCK.

was

None Sh. aid Be Wasted as It Furnishes Maximum Amount of Food
to Human Beings.

by tbe brothers. The sisters fur
n.»bed refreshments. The coniesl proved
to be s good idea, as it encouraged others
test

IK

J

2

RIGHT USES FOR SKIM MILK

Sixty

following program was
presented: Singing, “America;” recitation, Lee Joy; vocal duet, Celia Foas and

see

SOMEWHERE

Dear Mother :
We hive changed

I am not sorry
fc*r i wanted to

present. The listers furnish d a fine
program. 1 bis cio^ed the lour weeks con-

this year.

after

friends;

our quarters
again
Just fixed our last place up g0 »
comfortable, and I hated to leave the
mess hall there.
U was dandy,
l doubt
it any company over here has seen tnor*
of the country in a month than this
on«
We came across country five or six hun-

X

Q
Q water the constant evaporation X
down in ♦
Q keeps the temperature
X
X spite of the sun's warmth.

the
sixty-five present
During the business
session, it was voted to contribute $40 to
Hancock boys’ and girls' clubs for prises

Bucksport.

H&fehk

balloted

The following letter, received by
&fr*
M. L. Allen from her son,8ergt.
Richard
O. Allen, how with the American
force*
in France, will be of interest to bis
mtn

wore

There

Y'ork hospital.

Gray Hair

§ls

meeting of Feb 23.

J. Y.

home

^

NEWS

MT. DESERT.

47b, M)ITH EROOK8VILLK.

HAHdOkfllbK

I* A MG LA,

Ridge.
at

was

meeting, the first and
degrees will be conferred.

per bushel?” Holand Jordan and
Jordan will open the discussion.

II

Whitmore is

two natmt

next

potatoes

You will be glad of 8. J. Y’a letter this
II—
imi
Poems and recipes are
having
Mrs. Herbert Shipman of Washingonly a short vacation, as the American
office is a busy place just now.
ton. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edson
Aunt Madge.
i Bradley, has exchanged her place In
Washington's most exclusive society to
trained nurse in France,
serve as a
NORTH CASTINE.
and is now on her way to the front.
Ross Conner is laid up with a badly cut
Several months ago when her—husbiind
1 If.
! left the rectorship of the Church of
Mrs. Clara P. Dunbar is gaining after a
the Heavenly Best in New York to besanous illness.
come a chapluin at Spartanburg, S. C.,
Harvey Webster has returned home Mrs. Shipman begun truiulng in a Net*
Miss Lou

Feb. 27,
the

farmer to

week.

several months in

O the f. -ezlnft to the boiling point.
This iplalns why wet ami poor«*
ly drained soils are co'd. Tile
drnlnsve removes the excess of
O water. Then the heat of the sun
able to make some headway
In worming the soil. But If the
k s„!l is constantly saturated with

371, OOULDABORO.

SCENIC,

"man,

from Golden

♦

Ftb. 20, the program included songs by
Holand Jordan and MauriceGoogms with
Erva Jordan at the piano; reading, Nellie
Jordan; grange paper, Laura Haslam;
story, Harold Uaalam; singing. “America.” The lecturer is furnishing interesting programs. The topic for next meeting is, “Which D the moat profitable for a

__

S.

CUSHMAN,

FLORAL,

QUITS SOCIETY FOR NURSING

5

It Is claimed that five times O
ns roch beat Is required to X
♦
evaporate water from the surr.,,, f a soil as would be need- 2
1 to raise the temiieruture of Q
the
me amount of water from o

£

The grange held its regulif meeting
Wednesday evening, with an interest mg
program arranged by lbe lecturer, Mrs.

‘‘Mymother, who
had been helped by
Lydia E. Pinkham a
Vegetable Compound, advised me
to try it before sub-

6

267, SALISBURY COVE.

VIEW

BAY

£

ARE ALWAYS COLD £

V

OUNTY

*o*o+c*o*o+o*o+o*o*Q

WHY MANY SOILS

4>

rcanou.

that I would have
to go through an

operation before ]

i

peel Ally

and twc

doctors aeciuec

able to be around and attend to my household duties and knit for the Red Cross,
wben 1 can get yarn. Have been out
about two weeks now, as our headquarand drifting snowters is a mile away
storms coming every day or every other
day make it bard work to keep stocked up.
One of the Mutuals, it might have been
Esther, asked what we bad been reading.
1 have quite recently read “The Winning
of Barbara Worth” by Harold Bell Wright
and enjoyed it much, and more recently
have read the serial in the Christian Endeavor World ‘-The Enchanted Barn” by
fine
Grace Livingston Hill Lutz. It i9 a
story, with high ideals, and I certainly
is one of my favShe
it
much.
enjoyed
orite
authors, but how could she help
writing interesting and helpful things
w hen she is a niece of Pansy, who has
written so many helpful books as well as

♦c •* owe

Canton, Ohio.—“1 suffered from t
female trouble which caused me muci
_

Dear Mutuals:
1 was hoping Aunt Madge would have
*lot9 of nice ht.pfui letters this winter, but
only a comparatively few have reported
since our large gathering, and 1 wonder
why, after such a nice reunion.are
having
1 suppose you realize we
out of
some w inter and a few other things
the ordinary, so I won’t need to oall your
it
to
Suffice
aay 1 am
attention to them.

li|( »j?iaiigirs.

This column is devoted to the Hr* nge, err« the granges of Hancock coun^v
be column ia open to all granger# for the
discussion of topic* of general Interest, and
for .'port* of grange meeting*. Make letter*
short and conr.tr. All communication* tunat
be signed, but name* will not be printed exAli comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
die editor, but none will be rejected”: .1..out

AMERICA*.

the one who had touched him,
Carl Walker of New Portland has been a
not that he needed to look, for he
recent guest at Howard Lowell’s.
knew, but for her sake; she fearing
Mar. 1.
G.
and trembling, fell down before him
and told him all the truth (vss. 32. 33).
WEST TREMONT.
Now. hear him : “Daughter, be of good
The W. T. I. society will meet with Mrs.
comfort, thy faith hath made thee
Otis Ingal s. Mar 8.
whole; go In peace” (vs. 34; Luke
Mrs. O. A. Totman, who has been in
How exceeding abundantly
8:48).
above all she could ask or think! Bangor visiting her son Fred, came home
Could there be a happier woman? Feb 28.1
Could she ever forget that face of lovHenry ThurBton, who came last Moning compassion, or those words? Now day with the body of his nephew, Elvin
we will follow him to the home of
Thurston, returned to Boston Thursday.
Jalrus; but before we reach It mesMar 1.
Thelma.
sengers come saying to Jalrus, “Thy
daughter Is dead. Why troublest thou
SOUTH DEER I8LE.
the master any further?” But before
Mrs. Minnie Lufkin of Deer Isle is visitthe broken-hearted father had time to
ing her sunt, Louise Bryant.
regret the delay on the road, as soon
Miss. Clara Trott has closed her school
as Jesus heard the word, he said to the 1
ruler, "Be not afraid, only believe” here and returned to Stonington.
Mrs. Mina Stinaon and son Kenneth
(vss. 35, 36). How those five words
have comforted me time and again bav*» been spending the week with her
these many years I never can tell. He mother at Stonington.
has spoken them to my heart so often.
Mar. 1.
Trep.
Among the precious “Fear nots” such
as Gen. 10:1; Isa. 41:10. 13; Joel 2:21;
Fools the Pickpockets.
and many others have been a great
An automatic clamping device precomfort, but none more so than Mark
vents a wallet falling from a man's
5:36.
pocket and even will defy pickpockets
and
not
Walking by sight
knowing who do not know how It Is
operated.
the
of
house
God.
was
filled
the power
with tumult and weeping and walling,
2Uri>musnnfmft.
and acorn of him who said, “Why make
ye this ado. and weep?” He put them
all out, and with Just seven present, all
told, himself, the father and mother.
Peter, James and John and the little
girl, his words gave life and health, the
dear child enjoyed some food, and once
more there Is a happy home. Ufe and
Preparation for re.A 7**
tortai Mtyal apior to my or faded hair. for remorpeace and Joy through him wherever
iQ# aaoarua aad as a hair dreano#. la oot a dve
Oeoerou. usd banks si s'l d skis.
he goes.
rasd> to m
PHILO HAY CO. sXu"
to

1

Among

HOW m. BOYD
AVOIDED AN
OPERATION

^

I
The two healings of this lesson were,
like all others, samples of the kingdom mien God shall hav! set Ills King
when the
upon his holy bill of Zion ;
King of Israel, Jehovah, shall be In the
midst of her. and she shall not see

“Helpful and Hopeful."

benefit^

INTERNATIONAL SERIES

Text, Mark 5:21-43—Memory
Verse, John 10:10—Golden Text,
Matt 8:17—Commentary Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.

MADOK”.

,-

10, 1918.
THE

aODev’ifiiJUnti

Benefit Column.

days last week looking after his property
that was partially destroyed by tire Feb.
£2. His lose is estimated at |2,0U0, with a
small inaurauce.
8.
March 2.
i
MARLBORO.
k, who has 2been visitYV. O. Fogg at^Halisbury Cove, is

Mr#. A. B. Remit

ing

Mrs.

home.

Ford and wrifeare in Or land, called
by the illness of Mrs. Ford’s brother,
Edwin Soper.
Oscar

there

Abe.

Mar. 1.

pounds of hutterfat were purchased
during the year at a price well above
that generally prevailing. In addition
to the manufacture of 425.084 pounds
of butter, the products included 139.585 pounds of cotton cheese, 1.504.025
pounds of condensed skim milk, and
5,441 pounds of casein.

JUsbcnianrauus.

Save Your
Cash and

PRACTICAL SMALL BARN PLAN

Saturday evening, March 2, twenty-four
(
were present.
Singing by grange, a talk
Building la Inexpensive to Build and
on ship-building by Chester Stratton, a
Will House Three Milk Cow*
piano solo by Kosie Foss and story by
and Two Horses.
Charles Smith, made up the program.
Arrangements are being made for a conThis barn is very practical for thp
test, wnh Lydia Joy and Hervey Sea tu; man with a small place, and is verfr
rnon as captains.
It will couvenI inexpensive to hulld.
lently house three miik cows and two
work horses. Ttiere is ample storage
Day of the Guilds.
for bny and grain and things are arart
carried
The
monks
safely
ranged so ns to he handy for the workof
craftsmen,
through until the guilds
man. writes W. F. Frudden of Iowa in
of
trust
and
organprecursors of the
Kimball’s Dairy Farmer.
ized labor alike, should wax strong
A good way to build It would be to
enough to safeguard its destiny. In- run the concrete foundation walls up
deed, us early u* 1180. a ^powerful soThis is
n little above the floor line.
ciety of goldsmiths had existed In Lon- the modern way of doing tilings right. !
don. for we read in the records that a
workman was fined that year for being
without a license. In 1238 “six discreet
workmen” were appointed by the king
to mark all silver plate with a leopard’s head, the first known English
assay mark, an epochal moment for the
connoisseur und the collector, to whom
the hull murks und the record In Goldsmith’s hall of every piece have made
English silver an open book of facts.

|
j

Your Health

CASCARA

E* QUININE
0 M'1'

The (Ur.dtrl cold cure for 20 yean—
in tablet Iona —aa.c, sure, no opiates
—cure* cold in 24 hour*- grir in 1
days. M nry Lsca if it fans. Get the
§rr.uttie bo* with Fed top and Mr.
Hill’s picture on it.
Coats less, gives
more, saves nu>nry.
£r JtA.rY
24 Tablets for 25«.
At

Any Drug Stor*

MIu|jtU
\A/|« jl^Jr

■npnnmnuinutituiiuiiuiuuuuiunn's:;in;::r.:s

i\cjresliin<^ in iis
£ goodness

j

—Exchauge.
Speed

on the Piano.
Plan for Small Barn.
well-known pianiste was
|
playing a presto by Mendelssohn a
It keeps the wood parts up away from
man who was present set himself to
the moist ground.
An 18-by-30-foot
counting the notes aud the time occustructure such as this Is very easy to
She
in
four
notes
pied.
played 5,595
build. 1 hardly think that muny farmminutes and three seconds. Every one
ers would have to hire skilled Carpenof these notes involved three moveters to do the work of construction.
At
ments of a finger, elbow or arm.
Such a building could be put together
24 notes per second that amounted to ! In a
very short time or could be done
72 movements a second.
: when the other work is not so
rushing

When

a

----

AI.MOST A YOUNG MAN AGAIN
When a man awakes in the morning with
back so stiff he cnn hsrdiy stoop over, with
shooting twinges in sides end groins, dsrk
when his
and puffed pouches under eyes
movements seem slowed up and he lacks vim
and energy—instead of saying. “I’m getting
old,” he should be on guard against kidney
trouble. E. K. Whitehurst. E. F- D. 1, Norfolk, Va., writes: “I had been suffering for
more than a year, but since taking Foley Kidney Pills I feel almost a young man again.”
—Moore’s Drug Store.
—

3bbtttiMmtat*,

HORSES FOR A SMALL FARM
Moderate-Sized Animal la Favored for
Cultivating Between Fruit Rowa
and Other Crops.

!

been

tor all ailment, that
disordered stomach and

gestion,

fermentation of

food, palpitation

caused by gases in the
of tbe beart
stomach. August I-lower is a gentle
laxative, regulate, digestion both in
■tomach and intestines, cleans and sweettbe stomach and alimentary canal,
ens
•timnlatea tbe liver to secrets tbe bile and
imparities from tbe blood. Sold by
Alexander’s Pharmacy.

SHE WAS IN BEO TWO MONTHS
Women

Buffering

backache, rheumatic
iff Joints or any symp-

paint, aore muscles
tom of kidney trouble sbonl<1 read this letter
from klrs 8- C-Small,Clayton. N- M
**I bad
been under the doctor’s care all summer and
i o bed two months, t ut kept getting worseIn January I got so bad I told them something
bad to be done or I couldn’t live. We noticed
an advertisement for Poley Kidney Pills and
sent foe some.
They have done me more
good than all other medicine.”—Moore’s Drug
at

Store.

moat

worm* are aome

of

dreaded diaeaata of children

Signs of

worms are:

Deranged

stomach, swollen
upper lip,
stomaeb. offensive breath,
bard and full belly with occasional gripings and pains about
the navel, pale face of leaden
and dull,
heavy
vL'’ tr Hot,
h»MM»tML MM twitching eyelid*, itching of
the nose, itching of the rectum, *bort dry
cough, grinding off the teeth, little red point*
•ticking out on tongue, starting daring *leep,
•low fever.
Dr. True", Blixir, the Family Laxative »nd
•our

_

used

•re caused by a
Inactive liver, such as sick beadacbe,
oonstipstion, sour stomach, nervous indi-

Pinworraa and Stomarcb
the

Horses will always have a place in
the small farms, where much cultivation between rows of fruit and planted
crops is necessary. For such work on
the deep, mellow loam farms the moderate-sized horse will be the favorite

GREEN’S AUGUST FLOWER
Hu

Guard Children inainst Wtrms

|

Bxpeiler, will surely snd quickly expel worms, correct upset stomach aud coustipatloa. Adulta are aiao heuefiti.d, aod write
Worm

us

letters

dona

me

like this:
“l>r. True’s Elixir hss
John Glass.
a
world ol good.
’’
Texas
At all
n-rr

Houston.
dealer.’, ttc. »e%.od gl.00
I Write

ua.

«**»"-*•“**

coTr^ry

nkws

Sl l.MVAN HAKBim.
bas returned from a
,,
, vv. H. Seavey
his family in Portland.
with
?i,it
was a recent guest of
Fr,nk B. Smith
Newsome in Boston.
j,ra. William
Gordon has returned to Halifax,

AROUSED TO FRENZY OF JOY
People

of Madrid Outdid American
Baseball Fans When Bull Fight With
Popular Matador la Announced.

Madrid is the greatest bull fighting
From her staid professional and Intellectual classes down
to the smallest and grimiest urchin
resumed her trips
vending newspapers on the streets,
Miss Louise Hawkins
Saturday.
every Madrtlleno Is a connoisseur of
to Bar Harbor
and children are with
hulls and hull fighters.
Anyone who
Mrs. K. A. Black
thinks that baseball can turn Its devomother in Thorndike.
nr Black’s
1
sre
reof
Sorrento
wife
tees
and
Into temporary Inna tics on the
p L Perry
on the birth of a
day of a world's championship game
ding congratulations
should see the people of ..Madrid when
§0D.
aafe ara
famous matfidnr Is hilled to meet
prjend* are glad to hear of the
in
Walworth
some of the feroefons Mlura hulls.
Simpson
jf,l of Lieut
Each of the well-known swordsmen
Franc*'has his group of followers, enthusiasts
meet every
■jbe rillsge aid society still
as
they are called, any one of
numbers are greatly
week, though their
whom will stake his fortune
pr his
diminished in consequence of so many neck on the prowess of his own
parthe winter.
They sre
absent during
ticular master as compared to all other
in connection
working for the Ked Cross
slavers of bulls. On the day of a “corHarbor branch.
*ith the Bar
rlda” these enthusiasts flock about the
Misa Maria Tracy
two
years
nearly
For
hotel, where their idols are staying, to
who are with
Lorina
Guptill,
Mrs.
and
greet them hours before the combat
have been knitting
Cummings,
8.
A.
Mrs.
with cheers and adulation.
Early In
have
torth* soldiers. In that time they
the afternoon the streets leading to
amount of work which
enormous
an
done
the plaza are choked with surging curforwarded to the Peter Bent
ms been
rents of humanity, all moving to a
and Sarah Hull D. K.
hospital
Bridgham
single goal.
Mias
Georgia
Naas.,
through
of Newton,
The plaza Itself Is a grent amphltheC. Emery, who
t'raery and Mrs. Kalph
a ter with a
sanded arena for stage,
material
work.
lhe
for
the
Mve furnished
aVlielea made were sweaters, The arena Is surrounded by a thick
Among Ihe
brick wall, broken here and there by
belmets, w risllcta, mittens and stocklnga,
tiny doors—one door to the pens,
Tbcae ladies
with many bandages, etc.
whence the hulls are loosed, another
on with untiring
pa,re still working
for the picadors, who ride In on dethe object they
tience and xcal, worthy
creplt old horses, n third for the heserve.
roea of the day, the swordsmen, who
H.
Mar. 2
take t!u> money and the glory of the
occasion without running any greater
WEoT EDEN.
risk than their humble subordinates,
Henry Gfltcn is suffering from sciatic
On a sunny day the arena Is a riot
rheumatism.
of color. Picadors are dressed in yelis
her
Leland
Webster
visiting
Mr*.
j
low, the “cape men,” who turn the bull
daughter, Mrs. E. 8. Haraor.
wave gnyly colored silk robes, the litKlas (Jctavia Hamor spent the past two tle darts which the bander! I loros'plant
weeks with her aunt, Mrs. 8adie Murphy,
In the neck of the hull are tipped with
at South west Harbor.
flags, even the mules who haul out
Misses Addle and Thelma Swacey have the debris carry huge Spanish banners
after
a
few
weeks
Bar
to
Harbor,
returned
In their headstalls.
The matador is
it home.
the final glory, flaming from head to
foot in a rich satin costume of green
Amo* Leighton ha* rented tte Capt. N.
or blue, heavily embroidered with gold.
has moved hi*
W. Higgins place and
He carries a flaming red flag to enfamily there.
M.
rage tin* bull, and before the day has
March 4.
gone far. the red of the flag is blended
WEST BROOKSV1LLE.
with the red of blood.
Mm. Lewis G. Farnham, who has been

Judson
N.8.

METHODS SHOWN
OF PIG RAISING

city In the world.

Work of Boys’ Pig Clubs to Be
Displayed by Motion
Pictures.
TO INCREASE PORK SUPPLY
United States Department of Agriculture Is Organizing Farm Ybuths
In

j
j
j

!

j

|

j
1

!

j
|

i

|

;

j

I

I

j

All

Parts

of

Country-

45,OOO Members Enrolled.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Motion pictures, to be shown In
picture theaters ia ail parts of the
United States, will show the work of
the boys’ pig clubs which the United
States department of agriculture is organizing in all parts of the country
in co-operation with the extension divisions of the state agricultural colleges. The Pig Club film is the second of a series of ofiiclul films of the
department to be released through one
of the large motion picture companies
which is to distribute them.
This educational film will help to increase the
pork supply. It shows the method of
instructing farm boys, and in some Instances girls, who have joined the agricultural, clubs, how to raise better
pigs, and the methods used by club
members ia carrying out instructions.
The first pig club was organized in
Louisiana ia 11(10. Now approximately 45,000 members are enrolled In the
pig clubs throughout the country.
Best Methods to Be Shown.
The first lesson taught in the film
story is that it costs no more to feed
and cure for the pig of carefully selected stock than the scrub, while the
results in meat produced is greatly in
favor of the well-bred animal.
The
picture shows further how to feed and
eare for the pigs, how to protect them

I COW BETTER WITHOUT HORNS

Abbcrtsnucnte.

Danger of Animals Hooking Each Other
Is

Eliminated—Apply
Potash

on

Caustic

Calf.

(Prepared by

the United States
ment of Agriculture.)

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

Depart-

In the average dairy it is better that
be without horns, ns the danger
of their hooking one another is thus
prevented. Only In purebred herds,
where the appearance of the herd is
considered important from a show or
sale point of view. Is there any justification for allowing horns to grow.
It
Is much easier to prevent the growth
of horns than to remove them.
ne points tnat ultimately win develop Into horns cnn be felt ns small
buttons Imbedded In the sk
The prevention Is most ^effective If the treatment Is applied when the buttons are
Just large enough to be felt, which Is
usually the third and the seventh days.
To prevent their development, the hair
should he removed from the horn buttons; a stick of caustic potash or soda,
wrapped In paper to protect the hands
of the operator. Is then moistened with
water and rubbed on eneh horn button
two or three times, allowing the caustic to dry after eneh application. Care
should he taken to apply the caustic,
which should not be too moist, to the
buttons only, for if it touches the surrounding skin it will cause unnecessary
pain. Immediately after the application the calf also should he protected
from rain, in order to prevent the caustic from spreading. Tf the operation is
carefully performed the horns will i
make no growth.
If sours or horn J
growths appear, it is an indication that I
the caustic was not properly applied.
cows

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
In use for over over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his per—0
sonal supervision since its infancy.
K
—

*-*rtas* a

Allow

no one to deceive
you in this.
“
and
Just-as-good ” are but
Experiment.; that Lille with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

Ail

Counterfeits, Imitations

What is CASTORIA

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric,
Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contains
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its
age is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it has
been in constant use for the relief of Constipation, Flatulency,
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and BoweJs, aids
the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

CASTORIA

GENUINE

ALWAYS

WEEDS ARE VALUABLE CROPS
Only Short Time Ayo Tomato Was
Generally Believed to Be Poisonous—Clover Was Despised.

In Use For Over 30 Years

The weeds of yesterday may become
the cultivated crops of tomorrow. Not
many decades ago, at least in the memory of some persons now living, the tomato was a weed of little value and |
generalljrbelieved to be poisonous. Not !
more than five years ago sweet clover,
^

The Kind You Have
THE CENTAUR COM E»AM

Always Bought
NEW VO W K

V,

CITY,

WWW—a

-1

j

—

seriously ill, is better.
Blodgett has been called to report
for training at the aviation training school
at Mineola, N Y.
Seth

Fckiiia, while cutting in the
wood* recently, severed his big toe and
part of another.
Olden 1). fapley, wno Is employed at
Sandy Point, shipbuilding, was at home
for the week-end, walkiug across the
Penobscot river on the ice.
Tomsox.
Mar. 2.
Fred J.

Augustus E. Gray of Brooksville, a
private in Battery E, 303rd H. F. A., at
Camp Devtna, recently granted a furlough
came to Uarlaud,
where
he married
Feb. 21 Miss Ida May 8tow.
Mr. Gray
is the first soldier from this town
a war

bride.

He expects

soon

to tak*
for

to leave

France.
March 4.

Tomhon.
WALTHAM.

Walter E. Colby
Ellsworth.

has

in

employment

Sigtred

Hanson has gone to Eden for
mil before going to Boston to wrork.

a

There will be a dance at Fdk hail March
IS. Good music will be furiahed and supper will be served.
March 4.

L.

LAMOINE.

Capt. and Mr*. C. M. Stratton
pected home ihia week.
Boyd Robertson and wife
Franklin for the week-end.

are

ex-

went

to

Mr. and Mn. Letter Salisbury were Sunguests of E. M. King and wife.
Mar 4.
R.

day

Wound Statistics.
Statistics of men wounded In trench
warfare have been published for the
period between Jauuary, 1916 and
Seven and eighty-seven
June, 1916.
hundredths per cent of wounded men
die on the battlefield. Ten and sixteen-hundredths !>er cent die Inter
from their Injuries, or 18.03 succumb,
n proportion far less than 25 per cent
estimated mortality which surgeons
drew up when the war began.
Artillery causes 54.74 per cent of
wounds, rllles and revolvers 30.16 per
cent, bayonets 0.59 and gas 5.61.
Bombs, which have supplanted bayonet work so largely, are clussed with
In the head
neck are 21.92 per cent, for the
trunk, they are 21.63 per cent, while
wounds In the extremities stand at
50.4 per cent
Twenty-three and slxty-two hundredths per cent of the wounds are
classed as serious 03.01 as medium,
and 13.07 as so slight that the victims can return to the lines Imme-

diately.

Bravery.
People glorify all sorts of bravery
the
bravery they might show
except
on behnlf of their nearest neighbors.
—George Eliot.
Powder for Children.
Molhfrdray's
For Feverishness. Bad Stomach. Teething
Disorders, move and regulate the Bowels and
Worms.
Used by
are a pleasant remedy for
Mothers for 30 years. They never fait. At all
KRKE.
Address,
Maniple
druggists. 26c.
Mothik Okay Co.. LeKoy, N Y.
Mwe«-I

when strength is lowered and the
inflammation easily develops bronchitis or lung trouble, while
Rrippe and pneumonia frequently follow and any cold should
have immediate treatment with
are contractea

to
i'S

up the forces

by carrying rich nourishment

real body warmth.
cod liver oil is the favorite of physicians for correcting
the blood

streams

|
the most delicious shortcake imaginable.

HM&ke

and

creates

bronchial disorders and chest troubles.
The imported Norwegian cod liver oil always used in Scott’a Emulsion is now
refined in our own American la bora to rich which guarantees it free from impurities.
'7-19
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield. N. J.

airs. Elizabeth

Reutber, 1002 11th
N. W., Washington, D. C., writes:
®f*»
I endorse Peruna as a
splendid

for
JDedicine
trouble, from

Standby

PIG CLUB MEMBERS EXHIBITING
from disease, and how to shelter then
from the Inclemency of winter and th<
heat of summer. The results of wts<
selection and Intelligent care art
shown In the well groomed, fnt, healthy
porkers wearing the prize ribbons they
have won at county and state fairs
Aid in Increasing Supply.
“The
practicability of producing
rapid Increase In the pork supply and
of bringing greatly Increased profit!
farmers
who
to
the
produce tl
are lessons which the bureau of animal Industry wishes to call to the attention of all farmers,” says an official of that bureau, “and It has been
found that education of the farm
youths is bringing about valuable In
direct education of their elders In the
possibilities of more profitable hog
lots.
“It has become urgently important,
as a war measure, that this country
greatly Increase Its production of
foodstufTs, especially of meats and
fats. They are needed for our people
at home, for our armies abroad, and
for the armies and people of the enWhile the department
tente nations.
of agriculture is working hard to increase our supply of beef, effective increases in the number of the country's
cattle is necessarily slow, while much
more rapid results can be obtained In
the production of pork, as well as mutton.”

MANURE APPLIED IN WINTER
Advantageous

to

Asparagus and Rhu

barb at This Time—Some Use
Large Amounts.

for

Cold.

wmcn

«

K

ft
3

Qajfl
2b-

PRIZE HOGS.

grows

so

protuseiy

along

tne

roadside In many states, was' a despised weed. Now it is a valuable forage crop and soil Improver, the demand
for the seed being greater than the
supply. Western farmers are finding
that even the much-detested Hessian
thistle makes good silage for stock
feeding. Every plant that grows has a
useful place in the economy of nature.
That some plants are weeds Is because
we have not yet learned how to utilize
them to our advantage.

GET BUSY, BOYS AND GIRLS
EARN YOUR THRIFT STAMPS
give a Thrift Card and
new paid-in-advance
yearly

The American will

i

./

It Is Deficient In Protein and Mineral
Matter Necessary for Growing Animals.

dress,

While

THE

corn

money, to

AMERICAN,
Ellsworth, Maine

is the chief feed for fat-

tening hogs, it is deficient in protein j
matter necessary for
A food rich in protein and minerals when-fed with corn
is, therefore, highly beneficial.
and

mineral

COUNTY

growing animals.

NEWS

NO REASON FOR IT

REACH.
S.

FATTEN ALL MARKET FOWLS

T. Lowe has

a

number of

men

and ^

getting out piling for parties at
Sunshine and Little Deer Isle,
Simeon Haskell, who has been employed
in the Maine woods this winter, is spending a few weeks with his uncle, F. H.
Annis.
teams

•-

This Should Be Done Before They
Leave Farm for Added Weight
and More Profit.
Fatten all chickens that are to be
marketed before they leave the farm
or poultry yard.
This can be done by
confining the birds for a week or ten
days and feeding them a good fattening ration. They will be marketed
In better condition and their added
weight will bring additional profit

|

When Ellsworth Citizens Hiow
a

There
of

can

this

be

Way.

no reason

who suffers

why

any reader

the tortures of

an

pleasant service was held at the home
of D. W.Torrey and wife Monday evening, led by Rev. O. J. Guptill. It was the
drat of a series of meetings being held at

aching back, the annoyance of urinary

Deer Isle this week.

neighbor

A

L.

Mar. 1.

disorders,
ney

what

an

Mrs.

who

pains and dangers of kidto

heed

has

the

found

words of

relief.

a

Head

Ellsworth citizen says:
N. Burke, 13 Liberty St.,

Emma

“About

says:

SALISBURY COVE.

the

ills will fail

two years ago,

1 suffered

considerably from kidney and bladder
Miss Alma Emery
left
Friday
trouble.
My back pained me, especially
Aroostook
Benedicts,
county, to teach.
when 1 bad to stand on my feet any
A social was held at the grange hall ;
length of time. 1 bad other distressing
last Thursday evening, and a
pleasant j kidney disorders. 1 saw Doan’s Kidney
lime was enjoyed by all.
Pills highly advertised and I got a supply
The ladies doing Red Cross work have from C. E. Alexander’s Drug Store, 1
received great benefit from the first and
made another shipment to the Bar Harbor
branch, and are now waiting for another 1 can certainly recommend Doan’s Kidney
Pills highly.”
consignment.
Mar. 1.
R.
Price 00c, at all dealers. Don’t
for

POTATOES SOLD BY WEIGHT

Greenhouse Growers of Vegetable!
Make Applications Regularly and

Making Comparisons.

Systematically.

Potatoes are now sold at wholesale
the hundredweight basis, not by the
bushel as formerly. The United States
food administration makes this announcement so that persons comparIng current prices will not confuse
"h
them
quotations referring tu
h"
.
on

cally.

send, with

and

When fed alone to young pigs, corn
produces relatively slow gulns at a
high feed cost. Supplemental protein
feeds will make faster gains at a lower
feed requirement per unit of gain.

Announcement Made by Food Administration to Prevent Confusion in

The use of lime in soils at any tlmt
is of special value from the standpoint
of sanitation. Greenhouse growers ol
vegetables, almost without exception
apply lime regularly and systematl

Stamp for every
subscription to The American, $1.50. If you
already have your Thrift Card, a Thrift
Stamp will be sent. Write name and address of
subscriber plainly ; also your own name and ad-

CORN PRODUCES SLOW GAINS

LIME IS OF SPECIAL VALUE

{

catarrh and stomach
a
which I suffered sev*
years.
I took it for several
months, found my health was re»tar*d and have felt splendidly ever
*«ncc
l now take it when I contrj‘>1 n Coid. and *t soon rids the
Those who object to liquid medisysi.irrhui tendencies.*'
cines can procure Peruna Tablets.

S

..

Stable 'manure may be applied adto asparagus
and rhubarb. Intensive growers uss
large amounts as 25 tons to the acre
but half this quantity will be found ol
great value.

Years. PERUNA
MADE ME WELL

fI

This Recipe

cups

Thereafter you will insist on
SUPERBA Canned Goods, Teas
and Coffee, at your dealers.

vantageously at this time

Suffered Several

Tri

I

flour, K teaspoonful each, soda
I teaspoonful cream tartar in a mixing bowl.
teaspoonful of shortening. Work into flour
r lumps. Add enough milk
dough. Roll about inch
n large cake in hot oven.
When done; split and spread
withSUPERBA Red Raspberries./
i
Serve with whipped cream.
Sift 2

and

The CORRECT TREATMENT FOR COLDS

which first builds

j

artillery.
Percentages of wounds

‘stscrtttcmtnti.

Colds

[

j

j

Any akin itching is

a temper tester.
The
you scatch the worse it itches. Doan’s
Jintment is for piles, eczema—any skin
itching. 80c at all drug stores.— Advt.
more

.....

,

ask for

i

a

simply
kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kid-

ney

Pills—the

had.

Poster-Mil burn Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo,

N. Y.

same

that

Mrs.

Burke

&hc vClIsioovtl) American

ELIZABETH
n-

Used in America Today Hai (
Its Counterpart in Every Country in the World.

Raft

Ai, and political JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

w*V.iiV

WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON

as

ELLSWORTH,
BY

"The raft has been used for centu
various cargoes,’
rles for carrying
writes Day Allen Willey In St. Nicbo
“It carried Egyptian cotton or
las.
the Nile; ft is in service on the Kongt
river in Africa and the Ganges in In
dia; but the raft which Is Its own
of logs—a
cargo is that composed
method of water transportation thal
originated in Nova Scotia a half cen

THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
W. H. Titcb, Editor and Manager.
•

nptlon Price—#2.00 a year; Sl ur- tor *1*
'n'V,03; 50 cents for three months; If laid
iiia

In

strictly

respectively.
rearages
vear

$1 50, 75 and 88 cents
Single copies 5 rents. All arreckoned a the .ate of #2 pet

advance.,

are

Advertising Rates— Are reasonable and will
made known on application

|

oe

tury ago.
“Tree trunks cut from Nova Scotia
forests were moved on wooden rollers
to one of the harbors, where the logs
were piled In layers and bound toThe
gether with twisted wire rope.
raft was to be taken to a lumber mill
on New York harbor, where the logs
were to be cut into timber for building
purposes. To haul the raft while on

Business communications should be asd reseed
alt checks and money orders made pay
The Hancock county Publishing
Co.. Ellsworth, Maine.
%}, and
aole to

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6, ISIS.
Bar Harbor now has a “place in the
sun.'’ At tbe town meeting yesterday the town voted to change its
Eden to Bar Harbor,
name from

A. J ELLISON.

The older residents of Ellsworth heard
with regret Sunday morning of the passing away of Miss Elizabeth A. Jellison in

AY

MAINE.

,1fttirttisnnrln»

OBITUARY

OLD METHOD OF TRANSPCR1

1,716,000,000

eighty-eighth year.
Miss Jellison was born in Ell-worth,
the daughter of Jesse and Eliza Adams
her

Jellison. Left an orphan at an early age,
she made her home for ten years with her
uncle and aunt, the late Mr. and Mrs.

j

Pounds of Flour Saved

Elisha Stock bridge and afters few years
in Belfast, returned to her native town
to live with her brother, the late Albert
T Jellison. Tne death of Miss Jellison
of the earliest and
remove* a member
her
Ellsworth
families,
best-known
paternal grandfather being Major John

if each of our 22,000,000 families
instead of white bread.

Enough

Jelhson was a charter member of
the First Uoitarian society, and, in the
said of

her that

A

sea,

one

i

j

Army

Corn Bread with Rye Flour
1
1
2
5

con-

stant attendant at religious services, an
a heavy wire rope
active member of the Woman’s Alliance,
was
the
other
bow,
under the permission granted by the was fastened
the Unitarian reading club and the Shakeof
a
steam
deck
rear
the
secured to
legislature.
speare class, her name will always be
on
Its
ocean
started
It
jour- written large in the memories of the
tugboat.
its
destination,
reached
but never
church. But it w as in the Sunday school,
The voters o( Ellsworth have again ney.
for a gale of wind sprang up. the tow- I where her love for children found expresgiven tbeic endorsement to the ad
drifted
ing rope parted, and the raft
sion in ministering to a class of little
Jfepstratton that has served it the out to sea. Later, some of the logs
that her influence was most f It,
paWt wo years. Mayor Hagerthy and were found washed ashore on the Nor- girls,
,nd to-day, in their
maturity, those
the full board of aldermen being re- wegian coast.
pupils think tenderly of the skillful
elected. Mayor Hagerthy adds an"In the Northwest the transportation
Angers arranging the flowers she loved
other year to his record, this being of lumber in rafts is very extensive.
for Sunday school festivals and decoratthe tenrh time he has been elected to They are of enormous dimensions. In
the Christmas tree for their pleasure.

the

recipe

Feed the Entire Allied

to

Miss

deepest sense, it may be
she enjoyed her religion.

this

One loaf saves 11,000,000 pounds; three loaves a
week for a year means 1.716,000,000 pounds saved I

Jellison, while on her mother’s side she
was descended from Capt. Daniel Adams
and Col. Meltiab Jordan.

truest and

use

end of
to its

meal
floor

cup
cup rye

tablespoons sugar
teaspoons Royal Baking Powder

Barley flour

Sift dry
Stir
25 minutes

results.
to

teaspoon salt
milk

cup
egg

tablespoons shortening

flour may be used instead of rye flour with equally good
ingredient* into bowl; add milk, beaten egg and melted
well. Put into greased pan, allow to stand in warm place
and bake in moderate oven 40 to 45 minutes.

or oat

shortening.
20

1
1
!
2

corn

Red, White and Blue booklet, "Best War Time Recipescontaining many other
recipes for making delicious and wholesome wheat saving foods, mailed free— address

Our

rtru'

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO..

Dept H,

135 WillUm St, New York

FOOD WILL WIN THE WAR

ing

shape closely resembling a cigar, havElections were held in
In the last years when failing strength
the middle
prevented social activities. Miss Jellison
eight other Maine cities Monday. ing its greatest number at
and tapering to a poJnt at both ends.
found her greatest pleasure in making her
Waterville and Bath elected repubWhile these rafts are of varying sizes, home a center of hospitality for the
icau Qt tyors in place of democrats, i
TOWN NIKKTINUS.
the smallest usually contains at least
friends, both young and old, to whom she
mnd retained their control of the city
five thousand pieces of timber, ranging was always loyal, and in the serene enOfficer* Klpotfil For The Year I n
governments. South Portland, Halfrom 80 to 110 feet iu length and from joyment of her books,, her plants and ber
BLUEH1LL.
Hancock County Town*.
lowed, Eastport and Saco re-elected two to nearly five feet in diameter at dainty needle-work she was privileged to
Mm. G. W. Butler entertained the reSCRRY.
the the butt.
republican governments and
borderland
between
the
on
the
linger
lief corps at her home March 1.
Moderator, A L Morgan; town clerk, F
democrats retained control iu Lewisrafts
some
of
the
and
the
Cuseen.
Seen
“Consequently,
A large delegation from Keewayden T Jelltaon; selectmen, assessor# and overton and Rockland.
made in this peculiar fashion are nearlodge, K. of P.. visited the lodge at North seers of poor, FT Jelhson, L P Treworgy, i
K.
GKOKOE
FIFIKLD.
ns
ns
the
transatlantic
ly
largest
long
HU Clark; collector and treasurer, K I) !
Sedgwick, Thursday evenir g.
A division has been made by the liners, m- -wring no less than 6C»0 feet
George E. Fitield died yesterday mornSmith; school committeeman, T W Car- j
Lieut.
A.
C.
left
for
Kinney
Washington
from end to end.”
ing of pneumonia, after a short illness,
county public safety eotnmi n-« oeconstable*, C K Clark, G E Cousins; 1
to report for active duty.
Lieut. lisle;
Mr. Fifleld, during his residence of nearly Saturday
rod notion and food con-1
t«cSi< laud
auditor. G K Cousins. Totsl appropriaie the seventh Bluehilt man to
Kinney
twenty years in Ellsworth, had many j
Effect of War on Trade.
tions, ff),581.
serve.ton ctlor s, and it is hoped that
receive a commission.
friends, who learned of his death with
It would be impossible to give in deCRANBERRY ISLES.
larger >esulis wi.l be ob.ained by
Walter E. Stover, elected tax collector !
regret.
this method.
Charles L. Shand of tnil rh- effect of the European war on
Moderator, Leslie R. Hanker; clerk,
last year, showed a clean slate at his setwas
in
Mr.
Fitield
born
Bangor sixty- j
Leslie R. Bunker; selectmen, assessors,
Bar Harbor has been appointed chair- American trade, but partial statemeats
tlement with the selectmen this year, setfour years ago, but for *raany years was
show the approximate effect on some
Leslie R. Hunker, Frank A. Johnson, Lesman of the production branch, and is
in full the entire commitment of
tling
a
as
tinsmith.
in
in
business
Danforth,
branches of trade.
Thus it appears
lie M. Rice; ti-rssurer and collector, War$21,396.41.
already busy with plans for system- lhat
from
Bucks
Ellsworth
He
came
to
port
ren A. Spurting;
during the first 20 months of war
street commissioners,
atic work among the farmers of the
At a republican caucus held in the town
enter the
some eighteen years ago, to
our exports of articles used expressly
Ernest Spurting, Irving R. Spurling, 8.
j
county in the spring. Among matters for war purposes amounted to $1,092,- I employ of the late F. 11. Aiken. For the hall March 1, the following delegates and Everett
Spurling.
now under consideration is the estabThe smallest shipments were
joist seven years he had been elnploved alternates were chosen to attend the State
582.249.
convention in Portland, Mar. 28.
Uelelishment of at least two grist mills in In the opening month of the war. AugbyJ.P. Eldridge.
SEAL HARBOR.
F. B. Snow, F. P. Merrill, W. W.
Hancock county, or possibly a port- ust, 1914, when such exports amountHis wife, who was Eucy E. Haley of gates:
Mrs. James Varnum is in Bar Harbor
W. E. Stover. Alternates.
able mill that can be operated for a ed to only $8,551,011 and Increased al- Tojjsham, died about four years ago. He | Wesoctt and
L. H. Sibley, G. W. Clay, H. H. Wood and hospital for treatment.
leaves one son, William, of Danforth, a
while in one section and then moved most steadily up to March, 1916, when
J. H. Morse. The town committee for
Palmer Heavey and wife of Hutton have
of
Brookthe
total
was
For
the
Mrs.
Charles
$114,326,426.
Grows,
daughter,
to another.
If stationary mills are
1918-19 was elected as follows: F. P. Merbeen spending a few days with his sister,
20 mouths the exports of explosives
lyn, N. V., and a brother living in Bangor.
established, one will undoubtedly be
W.
E.
H.
A.
E.
L.
Stover,
Saunders,
Mrs. Aubrey Alley.
amounted to $106,159,515; gunpowder.
He was a member of the Danforth lodge of rill,
at Eliswurth.
At all events, proviOsgood, B. E. Sylvester. Jr., F. S. HinckJames Dodge, wbo ia employed in Dex$101,005.785; cartridges, $40,308,617; Masons and Bangpr lodge 01 Elks.
sion will be made for all farmers who
W.
and
E.
D.
G.
Clay, H. H. Wood
There will be services at the Congrega- ley,
dynamite. $3,211,073; commercial auter, is visiting his parents. He took the
wheat
to
it
milled
at
some
have
Leach.
plant
tomobiles. $82,067,125; mules. $30,026.- tional church here to-morrow afternoon
physical examination at Old Town but
A successful entertainment w as presenteasily accessible point. Last year a 591; horses. $125,241,206; airplanes, at 3 o’clock. The body will then be taken
] was rejected.
similar promise was made, but not $7,401,707; firearms. $20,140,981; mis- to Danforth for interment.
ed at the town ball, Thursday evening, for j
Merrill J. Taylor, who enlisted in the
1
tbe benefit of the Baptist society and tbe
realized. If Chairman Sband makes
cellaneous iron and steel, including
navy some time ago, died of spinal meninRed Cross. The program showed the reMRS. MOSES COTTLE.
the promise of milling opportunities empty shells, $111,603,316; rubber! ingitis at the hospital at Portsmouth, Va.,
suits of careful preparation, and reflected
this year, it is a safe bet that be will i cluding auto tires. $38,858,768; barbed
Hannah H., wife of Moses Cottle, died
last week.
Mr. Taylor
married
Miss
in
committee
tbe
credit
charge,
great
upon
and plain wire, $44,485,385. According Sunday at her home at Ellsworth Falls,
Marcia Oat comb, daughter of John Gatmake good.
Elsie
Miss
Mrs.
S.
G.
Kench,
Hinckley,
to statistics of the United States decomb and wife of this place.
after an illness of several weeks, following
He leaves,
W. H. Osgood and Rev. R. M. Trafton. ; besides bis
ORLAND.
partment of commerce, more than
a shock.
wife, two sons and one daughTbe
sketch.
Selection,
orcbeatra;
program:
ter. The funeral was held in
Mrs. Cottle, whose maiden name was
Bangor
Mrs. Eliza J. Crosby, whose home was three-quarters of the total export
Mr. Traftrade of the United States In 1916 Grindle, was born in Penobscot seventy- Grandmother’s Rose Jar;” solo,
Hunday, with military honors.
recently burned, his obtained rent at
for
tableau,
Service;”
piano
“Ready
Mar 5.
r
went to the allied nations of Europe,
three years ago, but practically all her ton;
Bucksport.
solo. Miss Myrick; reading, Miss Merrill;
and this including only war exports,
married life of more than fifty years bad
Mrs. Julia A.
musical sketch, “Tbe
Ginn, who went to and not
selection,
orchestra;
Catarrh Cannot He Cured,
been spent in the community where she
provisions or foodstuffs. /
Abington. Mass., in the early fail to spend
Warning;” tableau, “Spirit of nith local applications, a* they cannot reach
died, and of which she was a useful and Gypsy’s
the winter, was taken ill Jan. U, and is
the
seat
of the diseas.*. Catarrh is a local
Miss
Greene;
pantomime,
1778;” solo,
esteemed member.
disease, greatly influenced by constitutional
now waiting to be well enough to bear
Shark Fishing an Industry.
“Tbe House that Jack Built;” solo, Mr.
conditions, and in order to core it you mu«t
the
out
to
aged
husband,
goes
Sympathy
the journey dome. Sue will board with
Shark fishing has evolved from a
“America,
posed by Miss take an internal remedy. Hall's Catarrh
in feeble health. She leaves also Osgood;
now
Medicine is taken internally and acta through
Mrs. Laura Narbis until conditions are
orchestra.
sport to an organized Industry in the
the blood on the roocoua surfaces of the sysMrs. Ashie Thayer and Kench; selection,
three
daughters,
favorable to open her own home.
tem
.ail's Catarrh Medicine was prescribed
Pacific waters off the southwestern
A special picture program and dance
Mrs. Walter Scott of Massachusetts, and
by one of the best physicians in this country
Ten double-horse loads of wood were
coast.
The skin of various species of
Mrs. Augustus Bragdon of Ellsworth, one will be given under tbe auspices of tbe for rears. It is composed of some of the best
tonics known, combined with some of the
left in the yard of an estimable widow of
the fish when tanned forms a tough,
Bluehill Army and Navy club Friday evenson, Charles S. Cottle, of Ellsworth, and a
best blood purifier*. The perfect combinathis village Monday. She’insisted, when
durable leather that Is In considerable
week. Tbe picture w ill be at tion of (be ingredients in Hall's Catarrh Mtdof
this
ing
of
Ellsworth
Frank
Cottle,
Falls;
stejMon,
the first load arrived, that it was a misU'ine is what pri>duces such wonderful results
demand, and the oil that Is extracted also a
sister, Mrs. Nancy Gray, of Sedg- tbe Century theatre at 7:30, and will in- in catarrhal conditions. Send for testimotake, for she bad not ordered wood of any
from the carcass likewise has commerclude tbe five reel feature, Evelyn Thaw in nials. free.
wick.
F.J. CHENS'* A CO.. Props.,Toledo, Ohio.
one, but tbe young man declared be had
cial value. Of late a Japanese syndiThe funeral was held at the home yester- “Threads of Destiny;” tbe comedy, “Tbe
Hold by Druggiats. 76c.
been ordered to leave it there, and unloadof
cate has undertaken the exploitation
and a western drama, “Tbe
Hobo
Hail’s Family Pills for constipation.
W.
officiatKev.
H.
Raid,”
afternoon,
Conley
day
ed. The others soon followed.
this loug-neglected field and. as a rePioneers.” The dance will follow at tbe
ing.
sult. large numbers of sharks are being
Mrt. Ellen A. Keyes died at her home
town ball.
for Sow.
B.
Mar. 4.
Saturday, Mar. 2, after an illness of about captured. The mottled skiDS of the
CA8TINE.
Hurry village. house and six acres of
tiger sharks are being made Into sliptwo years. One daughter, who cared fOi*
land at a bargain —O. H. Wasson. East
NORMAL SCHOOL NOTES.
WEST SULLIVAN.
pers, belts, gloves und other articles,
her, Mrs. Frances Stockbridge, and five
Hurry, Me.
The home economics school in preparaB. K. Joy has returned from Fori Fairgrandchildren reraaiu of her immediate while those of the great blue and basksleighs, one wagon and a 160-tgg
and serving of foods, directed by the field.
family, and one sister, Mrs. Frances Har- ing sharks, which are especially thick tion
Prairie Htate
incubator.
Inquire of
was held at
Aitbci Htudke. Ellsworth. Me.
of
South
Gouldsboro
riman, all of Orlaod. Mrs. Keyes lived and strong, are used for purposes that U. of M. extension service,
Holt
Arthur
Capt.
and
28
and
27
Normal
hall
February
demand long-lived material.—Popular
all her life here, a valued neighbor and
spent Tuesday night with bis brother. Dr. Saw Wood
and
March 1, under the auspices of the CaaBuy Thrift
Mechanics Magazine.
friend.
H. A. Holt.
Stamp*.
tiue women’s club, Mrs. William Hooke,
The funeral of Charles Otis was held in
William Goodwin jr. of Burlington, Vt.,
Mrs.
Marion E. Hunt and
TITE have engines, wood saws and saw
chairman.
the Congregational vestry Friday afterWhat She Forgot.
frames in stock at reasonable prices.
If
a few days with bis parents
Miss Kuby Barker, the instructors, were recently spent
—Tboendiee
Machine Company, Portland.
hood, Mar. 1, Rev. Henry W. Webb of
Miss Decorous had made a spec!a!
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Goodwin.
Me.
charming young women, and bandied the
Bucksport officiating. Rising Ban lodge, study of biblical history, and she ad- demonstration and lecture work in a way
Frank Hooper of Hallowell and Percy
V. and A. M., of which Mr. Otis was a
dressed the Sunday school class thus- that held the close attention of all.
jFor Salt or to Eft.
Hooper, who is employed at Waterviiie,
member,conducted masonic services. Tbe
lj:
The girls’ basket-ball team won the rub- were recent guests of their sister, Mrs.
—Four
or five farms for sale or to
-death of Mr. Otis, advance agent of tbe
“Now. children. I have told you all ber game of a series of three games with Arthur Abel.
Jet
For particulars address H. B. P«il4Klark* Urban Co. lor many years, occurred
lips. Ellsworth. Me.
I can concerning the nations which the E. M. C. 8. team in the
seminary gymMr. and
Mrs. H. H. liavey and eon
At La com a, N. H., Feb. 26, after a year of
were driven
out by th e Israelites. nasium at
Bucksport Saturday evening, by Dwight spent the week-end at Tunk
&iiing health. Mr. and Mrs. Otis oc- They were the Hlvites. the Hittites. a score of 13 to*. The fact that the
Jrmalr Jftlp Mantel).
gate Pond with Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Havey.
cupied their summer cottage at Lake Ala- the Jebusltes, the Perizzltes, the Gtrwere 60 per cent larger than at any
receipts
WOMEN
and
girls wanted for best
will
Helen
Friends of Miss
moosook year after year, and made many
Springer
gasltes and. let me see—yes, the boys’ game at Bucksport this year shows
hotels in Maine. Waitresses, chamIf
be pleased to know that she is able to be
friends. Mrs. Otis accompanied the rebermaids, kitchen, d ish. laundry, pastry and
Amorites.
Can you remember them
that the interest in the game was great.
all-around cooks. Girl* for housework. Apply
mains of her huscand here.
oat after her recent iilnesa.
Interment
all. children? Now you look puzzled, The
at once and always to Maine Hotel Aqbncy.
game was fast and well played from
was at Oak Qrove
90 Main street, Baugor. Me., for reliable hotel
be
a basket-ball game Friday
Rosie. Have you any questions?"
There
will
cemetery,
sta *t to finish. The game started with
positions.
Mer. 4.
V.
“No, teacher,” came the shy reply, the score 5-0 in favor of Castine to offset evening at K. of P. hail, between the E.
haven’t
told
us
Sullivan
girls.
about
M.
S.
and
that
0.
high
you
girls
“except
i the great advantage that the E. M. C. S.
East bluehill.
Pfclp BflanU't.
the flea-bitesT—Pearson’s Weekly.
Miss Marion Mattocks, who is teaching
team bad on its home floor, which, with
Mrs. John Charniey left Wednesday
at Greenville, is spending her vacation
MEN wanted for Conductors
and
itB slippery cement floor and narrowness,
R. in and
Mr. and Mrs. James fJ\J Motormen >or Street R
for North Digbton, Mass.
presents unusual difficulties to visiting with her parents,
outside of Boston. (Not for Boston Elevated.)
Europe's Worst Famine.
Mattocks.
Inexperienced men taken; steady Jobs. Come
| Linwood Leach has been enjoying autoThe famine of 1911 extended over J teams.
|
Use Phone. Enat once and get in on this.
K.
Rule society met at the close
Mar. 4.
mobile riding on the bay the past week.
one-third of the area of the empire In
| The Golden
postage if answer is w<ut«d by mail.
with Mrs. Sparks Wednesday L. P. Choech, 90 Main 8t., Bangor, M..
more
or
less
dlparsonage
affected
and
Mrs. Ellen Gray fell Thursday on tbe
Europe
I afternoon. The next meeting will he
while 8.000.00C
SEAMEN,
ice, and it is feared her hip is broicen.
j rectly 30.000.000 people,
f&fibCrU&cTMiK,
! with the president of the society, Mrs.
Weeds
Chance for %*ivaooemenl-Free,
Mrs. Frank Mills and little son Ernest, | were reduced to starvation.
Bunker.
Nellie
Board
free navigation »eboo\
f
bltfer
breat
8.
and
U.
Shipping
the bark of trees
of Providence, R. 1., are visiting Mrs.
at Portland trains seamen for officers’ berths
Utf k Amie.
Mar. 4.
I made from acorns, constituted the chlel
Mills’ parents, U. L. Candage and wife.
in new Merch nt Marine. Short cut to the
i diet for the destitute. This was th<
bridge. Two years’sea experience required.
MOUNT DESERT.
Post-cards were received last week
Native or naturalized oltizens only. Course
most
widespread and most sever*
weeks. Military exemption.
six
Apply to
from Walter Carter announcing his safe
RBSOLCTIONtt.
MBMOMUL
Feane A. Wilson at school. Municipal B>dg,
famine which has befallen a Europeat
in
Arrival
Genoa, Italy.
Ail
Whereat, It ha« pleased the Great Master Portland, between i.tu and 6 p. m.
That
Here
is
One
Treatment
Saturdays
nation In modern times.
i to remove from our midst by death, Bro. 8 90 a. m. to 11 noon.
Miss Helen Leach celebrated her eighth
Sufferers Can Ilely Upon.
the office.

j

COUNTY

NEWS

Wildcat Net Dangereu*.
Among the most Intelligent poop],
everywhere the mere nnmi> of wiiJcat
Is

snfllrlent

to

the

suggest

Idea 0(

something to four. We know of ,
literary Indy who. wanting exceeding
quiet, thought to dwell in a remote
mountain section for a time, I,a; hearing by chance (hat u wildcat had Imn
seen In the region she gnve over tho
idea because in fear of pos: il-l nita'k
should she go out of doors. Now, hail
she refrained from acquiring •pr.-p.
erty because a whippoorwill had Wo
heard nearby, she would have been
Just about as reasonable. A wildcat
or puma would no more think of attacking a human being, especially In
eunuoi-r, than would a fox or an opos-

sum.—Kxchange.

—

AT

TWO

FARMS

Catarrh Vanishes

|

her schoolmates.
R.
POLITICAL
Wm.

E.

NOTES.

Whiting has

announced

his

candidacy for tbe republican nomination
for county attorney.
The call has been issued for the democratic State convention to be held at Portland, Wednesday, April 3.

\(iK|CU.TI

|
j
I
j

I

The Joy of Work.
Instead of being a curse, work h
There Is n* •
man's greatest blessing.
one thing that has ever done so mucl
for humanity that has given so mucl
happiness, saved so many human be
lngs from despair, and kept so man; r i
from suicide; no one thing that ha
called forth so many hidden resource;
developed and strengthened so man
powers of mind and body as has worl
j
—Nautilus.

to drive catarrh and all ita
disgusting symptom* Irom your system in
the shortest possible
time, go to your
druggist and ask for a Hyomei outfit to-day.
Breathe Hyomei and it will rid you of
catarrh; it gives such quick re ief that all
wbo use it for the first time are astonished
Hyomei is a pure pleasant antiseptic,
which is breathed into the iuuge over the
inflamed membrane; it killa the catarrh
sore spots, and beaii
germs, soothes the
all inflammation.
with catarrh;
Dou't suffer another day
the disease is dangerous aad often ends
in consumption- Start the Hyomei treatment
to-day. No stomach dosing, no
sprays or douches; Just breathe it—that’)
all- Ask C. E. Alexander.
If you

want

I

Richmond L. Homes, who was a charter member of our lodge, the charter being granted
; In lfM7;
Retolved, That in bis death Ml. Desert
lodge has lost a valuable member. While we
bow In aubmiasion to the will of the Supreme
Baler at the universe, we mourn the loss of
our departed
brother, and feel keenly the
vacancy made by his death.
That
our charter be draped in
I Retolved,
mourning for a period of thirty days In memory of our departed brother and that these
! resolutions b# spread ou the records of o ar

j lodge.

BSantrt.
TED-Old felee
I p»y
it broken
Send by parcel post and
turn mall. F. Teel, 409
more. Md.

WAN

|

doeaui't'mMter

teeth,
,2 to tit per let
receive check by reN. Wolfe Bt., Balti

K

U.

INSURANCE CO.

W4TMTOWK,

n. T-

ABSBT8 DEC. SI, 1#17.
Heal MteU.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral ioanr,
Block* and bonds.
Cash In office and bank.
Agents' balances.
Interest and renla.
All other assets,

SS'V 74
4UU5S®
124.ro®

t

i.r.i.ws *
3»*. iS7i
4^.001®
4l.«71®
17 *W 11

Gross assets.
not admitted.

Deduct items

232,245

Admitted assets,

IS

#4.474,Oft®

LIABILITIES DEC. SI. lilT.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
Ail other liabilities.
ask cspital.
Surplus over ail liabilities

3SM10M
2.4#i»»l4S
8».M0«

#

500.9

M

Totsl liabilities and surplus,
# .47«^M«
C. W. & F L. MASON. AfenU. EllsworthSTATEMENT OF THE

EQUITABLE FIRM ft M A KIN F.
frovidbxcr.

r

1 NS.

CO

i.

\

ASSETS DEC. 91. 1917.
Real estate,
Mortgage loans.
and bonds.
Cash tn fflce and bank.
Agents* balances.
Interest and rents,
All other assets.

si AW 9

f

toc.iVbl
1.192,07 !*
i*i9.495<M
M.OAKrf

Stocks

14.JM "■
UP W

Oross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted

fcj.jttW
$1,568,0*5 «

atseta.

LIABILITIES DEC. 91,1917.
Net unpaid I sees.
Unearned premiums,
Ail other iiabiiitiea,
Cash capiui,
Surplus over all liabilities,

107.*30 Y
4*2, aW*
MATS Y
800.000 •
490.8*171

$

Total liabilities and sorplus,
ft,548.0*5 II
C. W ft F. L. MASON, Agent*. Ellsworth.
Germania Fire Insurance Company,
authorised to aasume the corporate name
••NATIONAL LIBERTY INSURANCE IX).
OF
on

AMKKU'A,”
March 1, lttt.

ASSETS DEC. 91. 1917.
Real estate.

9 968.50t R

76* 909 R

Mortgage loans.

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
▲11 other assets,

5,98A3#7®
47M99E
995.®!

*4

57.’.BY

15.194 7*

Oross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

$M9B,R* *

Admitted assets,

99.8?J,*>:57

4*.0*1 *7

LIABILITIES DEC. 91.1917.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities^
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

9

9/7.136 75

4JB3.263I#

92.631 *

L000,000»

1.968 AR

R

Total
C. W

liabilities and surplus,
$8,891,86751
ft F. L. MASON, Agents, Ellsworth

OLD

COLONY INSURANCE CO MEANT.
BOSTON,

MASS.

ASSETS DEC. 91, 1917.

Mortgage leans,
Stocks and bon
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' bsdsnceii,
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

I

1,97!,4®R

329.1RR
1*7AC ®
l^R*

ILfMR
®
16.9*

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

$2,828/ 86*

Admitted assets,

92.809,556®

_

birthday Saturday, entertaining fifteen of
Mar. 4.

Insurance Statements.

LIABILITIES DEC.

19.CRB

At, 1917.

$267/871*

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
Ail other liabilUes,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

74*.W0»

,***?52
800000 *
682.360jj|

Total iiabiiitiea and aurplua,
$3,909,660®
EDMOND J. WALSH. Local Agent.
Oeneral Insurance OMce,
Ellsworth. Me.

__

FALSE TEETF*w
for old

“p *• *12

broken sets
Hand Paroel Post or write for particular!.
taMttic Ufptj C»„ toft 44, Initiate*. N. T.
or

The mail-order house is adoertiwtf
for

your

business.

to do about itt

What

or$

you go**9

CITY ELECTION.

Sbb»rtit»fm*ii8

MONEY TO WIN WAR

PRESENT
RETAIN
aldermen.
and
mayor

CLARK, ALIAS CLARK ;

VOTERS

HAOKRTHY
MAYOR
<'I,08B
TENTH TKRM

FOR

VOTE

—

How

FOR

RI.KCTBD

NTRRKT COMMISSIONER.

made decided gain* In
Tbe democrat*
In Ellsworth Monday,
tbe city election
ward clerk
IfCtiuglbelr candidates for
In ward 3-a gain of two
and constable
The republicans bad to be
over Iasi yearwhat waa left-tbe mayor.
ooctenl with
street commissioner, and
Uve aldermen,
officers except the two above
,H ,he ward

Contribution*

****************■****■-■-1-11-1 nT
Copyright, 1917, by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

|

_

Small

From

All

Who

j

_

Mnny

familiar with the fable
that appeared In the old srhool readera
about the king who offered a fortune
and the hand of Ills daughter to the
mentioned.
for
the
la
elected
teeth
man who could tell him a story that
Mayor Hagerthy
record
in
Ellsworth, would last forever In the telling, with
time, *n unequalled
full
board
of
the
the stipulation, however, that. In case
,nd (or tbe aecond year
without change in
the story came to an end, the person
aldermen H returned
The vote for street comwho failed to complete It was to lose
its personnel.
waa cloae. Street Commissioner
missioner
his head by the sword.
the
narrow
marout
by
Newman winning
A number of adventurous spirits lost
An inspection of tbe bal-I
their heads In the attempt to keep a
jin of 5 votes.
tbe
j serial going forever to amuse the eclots yesterday morning, requested by
detested candidate, showed no change in centric monarch, but one young man
on
tbe
contrary, finally won the fortune and the
tbe results, indicating,
daughMr. Newman’s majority
that on a recount
ter by wearing out the very soul of the
might be increased to ten or eleven.
with
the story about the locusts
king
Mayor Hagerthy’* majority was 123 on
carrying off the corn. ‘‘And then anwhich were canvassed
the official returns,
other locust came nnd carried off anof aldermen Monday even- !
by the board
other grain of corn," etc., etc., until
11 *** 8t*ted by some present at
mg, l>“t
the king decided be had had enough of
an error had been made
the meeting that
fhe story.
In the returns from ward 1, the vote for
America—In fact, the whole world.
99 instead of 88 aa remavor there beiug
Is dealing with an “eccentric” monarch
turned. This could nruko no difference in
today. This monarch wants the Imposthe result, however, and the official resible, nnd everyone who refuses to give
turns were accepted.
It to him must lose his head. There
The drat trial of the new form of ballot
Is one way to deliver the peoples of the
that fbe voters take readily to it.
proved
world from this Menace.
Stickers were prohibited, ao that no tailare

I

j

|

spoiled by their
apparently did not

use, and the
become con-

were

lots

voiers

tused ny the new instructions aa to marking. There were, in fact, fewer spoiled

ballots than customary.
Following is tbe vote of the
detail.
Wards

Higfr!by.
Phil'ip*, d.

FOR

MAYOR.

1

2

*

4

127

111

47

w

89

57

57
35

a

city

5
110

Tot
452
839

80

in

Mr]
123

FOR STRBRT COM M IRSIOMKR.

Newman,

Har.iogton.d

113
1U6

99 46 54
104 57 37

W
83

5

392

387

POR ALOSRMK*.

Ward*
Horace F Weecotl, r.
Karl* C Smith, d.
Frank R Moore, r.
1
Michael A Shea, d.
l.eon II Brown, r.
4
Kosseil J Smith, d.
4
Kugene H Moore, r.
11 Fremont Maddocks, dft

Total
115
106
lift
83
51
52
58

0

S3

1
24

M

..

110

Schuyler Higgins d.

60

William Small,

Maj

50

ivHiner

2

3
4

5

rharies H Merrtaro. r.
Waiter Jordan, d.
Lyndon K Treadwell, r.
George C Pierson, d.
Albion H Carlisle, r.
J W McCarthy, 3d, d.
Sylvester L Burns, r.
Harris M Turner, d....
Liuwood H Cushman,
Wilber 1! Smith, d
....

--.

2

9
4

6

Frank 8 Call, r.
Georce P Smith, d.
James A French, ..
Morris Bowden, ]r, d.
Charles M Whitcomb, rHerbert A Aeh. d.
Willard H Phillips, r.
Leland W Cowing, d.
Rearl K Bartlett, ..
Ernest Haynea, d.

120
100
114
8ft
58
51

20

58

16

29
2

32

47

108
61

121

22

99

30

114

84
51

53
59
32
110
80

1

37
50

FOR Ci MBTABLBS.

1

Perry J Langley, r.
CJ Johnston, d.

118

2

Fred U Smith, r.
J 8 Donovan, d.
Gardiner K Milliken, r.
Bernard McDevitt, d.
Judson Sargent, r.
James 11 Maddocks. d.
Dorephua L Fields, r.
C J Brown, d-...

114

9
4

5

15

108
30

84
48

6d
5J

4

27

82

Ill
59

53

BLUEHILL FALLS.
»n

Mm. B. H. Cnndage in mucb improved
health.

M. Alloa & Bon have
Iiland cutting wood.
G.

men

no

worn

out,

i

i

|

it

|

on

Long

Charles Allen and Frank Gray croaeed
the ice to
Long Island Saturday, with
teams.
Mar. 4.
Chum ns.

were

IlfltP
WHIG

Uora Grindle and Augusta Carter are ill.
F. M. Trundy ia out again, after bis illness.
Me

atives here are aorry to bear of the
death of Mrs. Hannah Cottle of Ellaworth Falls.
Mar. 4.
L.

atom (ament*.

“BLOOD AND IRON”
A Combination That Makes for Battar
Health This Spring.
Every man and woman who would
enjoy good health this Spring, and
would hare such life and strength as
not to be a slacker, but equal
to
anything, must have an abundance
of iron in the blood.
The new iron tonic, Peptiron,
combines this valuable metal in
medicinal form so that it is easily
absorbed and readily assimilated.
Peptiron also includes pepsin, nux,
celery, gentian and other tonics,—
nerve helps, digestives and carminatives—a health-giving medicine in the
form of chocolate-coated pills, convenient and pleasant to take. It has
given entire satisfaction in the treatment of anemia or thin blood, paleness, neurasthenia, nerve debility,1
brain-fag. One or two Peptiron after
each meal will quickly toll a
story of
marvellous results.
Peptiron is prepared by its originators, C. I. Hood Co., Lowell, Mass.,
m one of the
best-equipped laboratories in the world. Get it today.

TO

would not have to go right away.
"I have the kettle boiling and English crumpets—all ready for tea," Nina
said boldly while inwardly she quaked
at her own temerity, “and no one to
eat them." With that she sent an-

IOlI

KUUW,

Mora Caraful.
have
submarines
German
“The
taken again to sinking neutral ships."
“Yes. they know the neutrals haven’t
any

guns."

profit by it?
WATCH FOR OUR EXTRA IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
IN NEXT WEEK’S AMERICANI

J. A. HAYNES,

doughnuts

and coffee.

Story Grew,
being well taken.
the

was

farce, “How
given, all parts

The

The costumes of

Mr. Cullum

of New York and

Mr and

sooner or

later.

Cunningham,

Following

a

Gott, a son.
OKAY At Bluehill, Feb 26, to Mr
Mrs Herman O Gray, a daughter.

STEPHENS—At Romford, Feb 18, to Mr
and Mrs Glendou VV Stephens, a son.
WARDWELL At Brooklin, Feb 23, tot
Mr and Mrs Samuel J Ward well, a !
daughter.
WHEELER At Penobscot, Feb 21, to Mr
and Mrs W C Wheeler, a daughter.
WILSON —At Prospect Harbor, Feb 28, to
Mr and Mrs Burton Wilson, a daughter.
—

j

;

—

Waterman of

had

Sturtevant
Haven

spent

worth.

both of North Brookeville.

GRAY—CLOSSON—At Sedgwick, Feb 23,
by Rev I) W Kimball, Miss Ruth Gray
of Sedgwick to William Closson of
North Sedgwick.
At Ronton, Feb
at HAMOR MORRISON
21, by Rev Paul Revere Frothmgham,
—

the

summer

He

for many years.

was

born in

Hamor to Lieut Elmer
Mrs
Maud
Morrison, both of Bar Harbor.

twenty-six years ago and
enlisted in April, 1917, and served in the
instruction school at Huntington, L. 1.
Washington

Last October he

was

sent to

England.

He

Harvard law
the

Mr.

reserve.

Sturtevant

had

many
with the

|
j

DIED.

Fullerton of South Brewer is
working for Mr. Chapman.

Albert

Mrs.

ill,

Estey,

who has been

and

E. A. Carter

son

a

visit

Orland, March 2, Mrs Ellen
Keyes, aged 71 years, 8 months, 12 days.
SMITH—At Castine, Feb 25, Mrs Harriet
Smith, aged 84 years, 11 months, 7 days.
WHEELER—At Penobscot, Feb 22, infant
daughter of Mr and Mrs W C Wheeler.
YOUNG-At Islesford, Feb 27, Mrs Wil-1
ham W Young, aged 86 years, 5 months,
1 day.

seriously

Elmer, of

with his sister at

Mt. Desert Rock
assistant light keeper. Capt. Ernest

Henry Kay, jr.,
as

E.

Kay

is at

CARD

I
family are home. Mr.
employed in the woods

Frank Pratt and
has

Pratt
and

Mrs.

been

Ellsworth.
from

THANKS.

wish to express our sincere thanks
to
the friends and neighbors who
kind and thoughtful during the
were so
illness and death of our wife and daughter; for the beautiful flower* sent, including
pieces from Methodist society and Moore reunion.
William Royal.
John Frazikb.
Ellsworth. March 1, 1918.

spent the winter in
Miss Linda is also at home

Pratt

OF

WE

is assistant at Ram island.

Pierce, who has been in Rockland
this winter, is boarding with Capt. H. B.
Leon

Holt and wife.

Beets,
Onions, lb
Carrots, lb

02

05

Squash, tt>.
Turnips, db.
Pumpkins, each.

02

10

30 45

Lemons, doz.
Oranges, doz.

35@60
35

Bananas.

A

FEW STAPLES.
10

Sugar, granulated, lb.
powdered.
yellow.
sugar syrup,qt.

10

Coffee, lb.
Tea, lb.
Molasses, gal.

21535
40 880
75690

14

80

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
Beef, roasts

^teak

lb

25538

....

25350

tb.

388
25640
40

20

Veal, lb.
Lamb, tb..
Hams.

45350
85
34

Bacon.

Salt pork, lb.
Lard, lb.
FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.

$12 00
Flour, bbl. ..
4 20
Corn, bag (wnole, cracked or meal,)
Shorts. $2 60 «$2 70
Mixed feed and middlings.
$2 80 a$8 60
3 00
Oats, bag, 24 bu..

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
In Effect

month.

Ellsworth, spent a few deys last week
with her mother, Mrs. M. F. Tenney.
Capt. W. G. Bowden arrived home last
Wednesday from
Bluehill Falls.

45
05
04
06

lb.

Jan. 20, 1918.

KEYES-At

is much better.

Mrs.

VEGETABLES.

Potatoes, pk.
Cabbage, Tb.

months.

F1F1ELD—At Ellsworth, March 5, George i
E Fittcld, aged 63 years, 11 months, 9
days.
FROST—At Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass,
March 4, Prvt Alton P Frost of Alariaville, aged 23 years.
JELL1SON—At Ellsworth, March 3, Miss
Elizabeth A Jellison, aged 87 years, 1

BAYSIDE.

S. S.

30

$103$12

ton.

COTTLE—At Ellsworth Falls, March 3,
Mrs Hannah H Cottle, aged 73 years, 3

Henry Tapley, who has been visiting at
West Brooksville, returned home Sunday.
Une Femme.
Mar. 4.

here

J

ASTBURY—At North BrooksMANSON
ville, Feb 23, by Rev John Carson, Miss
Geneva H Manson of South Brooksville
to Samuel John Asthuryof Bluehill.
STOW GRAY-At Garland, Feb 21, by
Rev I \ Hammond, Miss Ida Mae Stow
of Garland to Augustus E Gray of
Brooksville.

Yale’16 man, and a student in the
school when be enlisted in

was a

28

DODGE-SEGER—At North Brooksville,
Rev
John Carson, Miss J
Feb 23, by
Maybel F Dodge to Vernon M Seger, | Cane

The many friends of Ensign Albert D.
dturtevant of Washington, D. C., were
Mr.
saddened to learn of
his death.

j

48
50

FRUIT.

At StockL u
MOORE
BACHELDER
Springs, Feb 27. by Rev H Halley, Mies I
Ada Carolyn Bacbeld**r of Stockton !
Springs to Benjamin E Moore of Ells- !

the

Ellsworth

in

Fresh eggs, doz.
Fowl, Hi.
Chickens, lb.

MARRIED.

Mrs. G.

prices

Dairy butter, lb.

Hay, loose,

a son.

fifty

ated.

retail

COUNTRY PRODUCE.

and

HODGKINS At Southwest Harbor, Feb
26, to Mr and Mrs Clarence L Hodgkins,

j

are

MARKETS.

to-day:
Hancock, Feb 28, to Mr and

GOTT-At
Mrs O J

has

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
A
M
I
P M
Bar Harbor..lv.
9 45 t* 25.
Sorrento.
4 55
Sullivan.
..

Mt Desert

Fy.flO 80 fft 80 ......
Waukeag, S Fy. 10 38 ft 42.
Hancock. 10 39
Franklin Road. 10 47
Wash’gt’n Jane. 11 03
Ellsworth. 11 10
Ellsworth Falls.fll 16
Nicolin..fll 28
Green Lake. II 87
Phillips Lake. fll 44
McKeuzies.
Holden ..11 51
Brewer June. 12 lo
Bangor.ar .fl2 15
pm

Portland.ar.
Boston via
Portsmouth ar.
Boston viaDover ar.

M

f9 20

6
f5
6
6
6
fe
6
f6
f6

48.
54
15
22
27

_

40.
4fi.
56
58

7 04
7 24
t7 80.
pm
06
am
*4 45

*1

....

am

..

Stijcruani.nu®.

.•

11 00.

Lawrence, Mass.
C. A.

March 3.

C.

ASH VILLE.
Mrs. E. E.
is much

Hammond, who has been ill,

improved

in health.

H. W. DUNN

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston via
pm
am
Portsmouth lv
*9 00
Boston via
\
Dover lv. f3 00

Manufacturer and dealer in

Portland.lv.f 12 25 t7 00

and Mrs. W. H. Hammond.
Mar. 4.

PHCEBE.

High Grade Granite

and Marble

Monuments, Tablets and Markers

PLUMBING.
hot Water Heating, Furnact
Work and Jobbing.

EAST LAMOINE.
Mrs.

H. L. Smith

was

in

a

few

Mr. and Mrs. George Ashmore are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
son, (Earl Robert) born March 2.
N.
Mar. 4.

Miss Elizabeth

Gray spent

...

..

Sullivan.
Bar Harbor..

HONEST

WORK; HONEST

PRICES

the

week-

Wesael in North

Mrs. James Peasley of Cape Rosier ie
visiting Mrs. Arline Peaslee.
Mrs. Lida Perkins of South Penobscol
has been visting friends here.
X*
March 4.

ar..

80
5 87
5 57
f6 02
f6 04
18
f6 22
6 34
6 41
6 n.6
f7 03
7 11

7 14
7 20

M

13 10.
3 16
8 35

f3

41.
3 49
57
4 09
4 14.
4 27
f4 36
4 44
4 47

f3

t4 55

i7 4».
f8 U>.
f8 45 f6 05

M
M
A
P
I
Stops on signal or on notice to oonduetor.
*
Daily, Sundays included, t Daily, except
Sunday.
DANA O. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.

f

Twenty Years' Experience.
Telephone
Personal attention to all details.
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant 8t., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 178-2.

SEDGWICK.

end with Mrs. Pbebe
Brooksville.

June..
Holden.i.
McKenzies.
Phillips Lake.
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock..
Waukeag, E Pyj.
Mt Desert Fy.i
Brewer

..

M

Bangor.lv. f6

Sorrento.].

Bangor

days last week.
Arthur Abbott of Boston visited his
mother, Mrs. Cyrus Abbott, over Sunday.

WEST

A

p

The chopping bee for the chapel last
Monday was a decided success.
\
; Miss Ethel Lindsey, who has b*»en attending Sullivan high school, has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Hanna of East
Sullivan spent the week-end with Mr.

j

---

Amsterdam Largest City.
Amsterdam is still the largest city
in Holland by over 100,000 Inhabiat
tants, Its population being 628,403
the beginning of January, 1917, an increase of about 12,000, or 2 per cent,
avduring 1916. This was above the
erage annual Increase of preceding
conditions.
years, on account of war
It Is presumed.

Harland

Mrs

daughter.

Boston have presented
library with several volumes of up-todate fiction; also several books on the
present war. The gifts are much appreciA.

ELLSWORTH

CUNNINGHAM-At Penobscot, Feb 23, to

enjoyment.

years ago added much to the
Net proceeds, |80.

Ellsworth

■

HORN.

~.—

parently going

groceries

it out carefully; we find EVERY patron will be benefited, so it MUST be tbe
Other cities and towns find the “Cash and Carry” plan a tremendous success;

move.

will YOU

mean,” he added quickly, “that we actors don’t often meet homey girls.”
He had put down his hat and walking
stick and Nina motioned him to a cozy
seat beside her little tea wagon.
ntiLKi

his

figured

We've

right

friends here, who sympathize
other glance into Mr. Clark’s eyes.
family.
"If that’s an invitation,” laughed
At the meeting of the republican town
Clnrk, "I accept happily. I have been
was
chosen
someone just | committee, Owen L. Flye
for
lonesome
desperately
to attend the State convention at
like you.” He colored as he realized ; delegate
“I Portland March 28.
how flattering his speech seemed.

I
color flaming Into her cheeks, “that
found out In plenty of time to have
not MY
Ilet you know that you were
Soap for Wounds.
Mr. Clark. I—1 saw the farce yesterCommon yellow soap, the kind used
a message.”
by housewives In washing clothes and Iday and could have sent
“I say,” he laughed, “you’re a little
dishes, has been found to be a wonderful cure for wounds In French hos- Ibit of ’all right,’ as the Britons say.
bluffed this
pltals and Its use has spread to the IMost girls would have
He held out a friendly
A solution Ithing out.”
British medical stations.
Is made from a cake and Injected Into |hand, and Nina put her own In It.
soldiers' wounds, even In the latest In“And most men would have bluffed
have
stances Into the deepest bullet holes,
|It out, too. You could so easily
where It has proved Itself to be a sn- 1‘thought you had met me* and all that
perlor antiseptic to hydrogen perox- old game,” she told him.
While consuming tea and toasted
Ide and most other germ killers, and !
Nina
In addition a strangely effective heal- i ,crumpets, the young actor and
to Interest
er of torn tissues.
Ifound much In common
Wounds treated with soap need few- |them.
She even told him of her disher
er
dressings and lessen pain far ,couragement regarding some of
(stories.
more than do wounds treated with
“Later they seemed to lack pep, she
other antiseptics. These facts greatly
line slanted
expedite the work of the surgeons, (said, and a worried little
who can handle more men than when |between the brown eyes.
he
“If you let me look them over,”
using other solutions.
the
■-1
suggested, "perhaps I can dust
Many times
them.
What the Girl Said.
Ipepper pot over
1
minds work better than one on
two
of the complaint deIn
charge
Being
certain types of stories.”
paftment at the local postofflce, I had
When finally the moment of parting
occur
a
few
Incident
a rather amusing
came and Clark had Nina’s promise
in
a
used
blank
filing
The
days ago.
him Wednesday for lunch Nina
complaint required answers to about a to Join
but with a tremor in
said
laughingly
date
for
as,
example,
dozen questions,
you are not MY
“Though
voice.
her
of
comnature
of mailing, contents,
am very glad you came.”
Clark—I
Mr
or
A
rifling.
plaint. as loss, damage
hand and
window and And while he still held her
young lady came to the
to make the reliked
have
would
receive
a
to
was
explained that she
he retort that his heart suggested
parcel containing medicine from an
Instead:
said
and
frained
was
same
long
out-of-town doctor, and
If
“You couldn't be as glad as I am
overdue, according to advices regardto work
we’re
going
And
tried.
doctor.
you
ing shipment received from the
and get checks from
So I proceeded to have her answer up those stories
we’ll
all the editors and after that
blank
the several questions on the
of ideas
When I read the ques- write sketches—1 have heaps
mentioned.
to help me.”
tions, nature of complaint, she replied, and need just you
Nina blushed warmly. He was ap"Stomach trouble.”—Chicago Berald.
to be HER Mr. Clark

Dad (burled In newspaper)—Kangaroo with rheumatism.

Larry

buy

THE CUSTOMER WHO RUNS AN ACCOUNT, BUT CAN PAY CASH, will be benefited
—because he will find it a lot cheaper, and fully as easy in the long run, to join the "Cash
and Carry" brigade.

ii

p

She waited Impatiently for matinee
time on Saturday.
When A. G. Clark made his appearIt was not the
ance Nina gasped.
BR00KL1N.
Calvin Clark whom she knew, but one i
Miss. Ruby Mason of Bluehill, who has
1
eompelllngly different.
“Oh! And I’ve invited him to tea. ! been the guest of Mrs. Alma Bartlett, returned home Friday. Mrs. Bartlett who
Isn’t that perfectly awful?”
Now while Nina realized that she | bas been ill of grip, is better.
Samuel Wardwell and wife are receiving
1
had
plenty of time to send a message
to this Mr. Clark before Sunday morn- congratulations on the birth of a daughIng, she recognized no terrible sin In ter, Hildreth Marie.
not doing so.
Graded schools will begin March 25.
On Sunday afternoon Nina dressed
E. B. Simpson of South Bluehill visited
trifle more becomingly thnn she his daughter, Mrs. Earl Kane, last week.
a
for
Galvin
knew she would have to
Wallace Smith has moved his family
Clark.
into his new bungalow.
Her heart fluttered a trifle desperThe entertainment given for the benefit
ately when she knew A. G. Clark had Df the Red Cross
Wednesday evening was
dropped the copper knocker on her
decided success. Fancy ana domestic
door. If Nina was embarrassed with
articles were on sale; also ice-cream, cake,
her guilty conscience, she did not

sumed.
"Oh-h!" she bluffed naturally, “you
I am so
not MY Mr. Clark.
are
sorry." she said, and cast a wonderful
glance Into the actor’s eyes.
“I’m sorry, too—very sory,” laughed
A. O. Clark. “I—I just came up to
tell you that I’m not YOUR Mr. Clark,”
he added, by way of prolonging the
interview. He remained standing near
the door, hoping, however, that he

Sloanle started an argument by saying "My papa and mamma and I are
going away off."
Young Chenoweth replied: “So nre
roy pajin and mamma and me.”
Sloanle took the matter In hand and
announced : “Well, I bet we are going
the furthest.”
Chenoweth
Immediately objected,
and the argument waged furious. Finally young Chenoweth asked young
Williams: “Well, where nre you going,
anyhow ?"
Williams was unable to answer, and
the physician's son quick to show his
superior knowledge, answered: “Well,
wherever It Is, I bet It Isn't as far as
Halleujah, that's where we're going to
move to.”—Indianapolis News.
;

me.

THE CUSTOMER WHO PAYS CASH will be benefited—because he will
an(* make every dollar ‘‘go the limit” of its buying power.
^°ClC

“Cash

and

show It.
The good-looking young actor did,
however, glance a bit nervously Into
Nina’s brown eyes when she opened
the door.
Her start of surprise was well as-

playing.

Perfect Explanation.
Uttle Bobby—What does "knows no
Explain It to
bounds” mean, dadf

WhPn
fillGII

We Shift

1

WEST BURRY.

In spite of generally high prices. Monday, March 18, will mark an era of LOWER PRICES
at our store—a sizeable saving to ALL our customers, through the elimination of all bookeeping, and reduction in our delivery expense. We owe it to the Government to "cut out’’ all
needless expense in our store—and ve owe it to our patrons to sell our goods at the lowest
prjces we can possibly allow. Both these deals are aceomplished under the new Cash and Carry
plan. We realize this Economy System is going to effect a good big saving—and what we save
we're going to give to our patrons in the form of LOWER PRICES on Quality Groceries.

j

Sloanle Williams, son of Thomas A,
Williams, who recently removed to
Montgomery, Ala., from Franklin, and
the son of Capt. IC. It. Chenoweth.
former coroner of Johnson county, who
enlisted In the inedlcnl corps at Ft
Harrison, and was sent to Honolulu.
Hawaiian Islands, for base hospital

training,

That’s The

Sunday.

Going Away Off.

FOR WARD CLIMK*.
1

can

he cnnnot be crushed by one tremendous blow.
And the government at
Washington has pointed out the way.
Money will defea* the kaiser. Small
savings, like the locusts, coming along
from 110,000.000 American citizens,
will wenr out the soul of the war-mad
American money can wear
monarch.
out any army In the world, because
there Is a great deal of American
money and there are many Americans
who have It. Just a mere matter of a
quarter a day from every wage earner
In the United States would mean billions of dollars every year to buy guns
and food for soldiers, and ships to
carry them across the Atlantic to defeat the sinister purposes of the kaiser
and his crew.
A quarter, like the grain of corn. Is
not much In itself, but millions of quarters every day mean victory for righteousness and humanity.

POR WARMS*.
4

uneim

She had had two manuscript* rethat morning from magazine
*11tors, and Just a moment before she
:iad failed to get a seat for the farce
ethe war ted to see.
"Not a seat In the house,” the bog
*ifflee man Informed her.
Nina was disappointed. She glanced
1 through the casts of characters of several theaters as she passed them to
*tee If she could find out whether there
1was anything else worth
spending a
*lollar on.
"Oh I" s£« ejaculated softly, "I wonler If this Is the Mr. Clark I crossed
m
the I.ymric with?”
She
was
*glancing through the cast of characters
1for “A Night and a Dny” pasted In
*front of the Triangle theater and no1ticed the name A. G. Clark. “I’m sure ;
1he must be Galvin Clark.
Isn’t that
1lucky?
I shall write and ask him to
*ten In the studio.”
Meanwhile Nina purchased a seat for
1the Saturday matinee and felt slightly
1less discouraged.
When she returned to her studio
Nina wrote a short note to Mr. Clark
RSklng him to tea for the following
*lumed

Liberty and Appreciate Its
Blessings Will Save World
From Grave Danger.

Love

1~

MONDAY, MARCH

By DOROTHY DOUGLAS.

Americans Can Defeat
Blood-Crazed Kaiser.

Portland, Maine,

Pioftseumat SarBe.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry ALICE
CLEANINE

All Kims d Landry Wort.

NAPHTHA

Goods called for aod delivered
to parrel post work

Special attention

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
State Street.

...

Proprietor*
Ellsworth, Mi

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE Of

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of Port*
vnd, for
furnishing Probate aud Surety Bend
Agent Oliver Typewriter! typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water 8ts. (over Moore's Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

•WbirttBrntiuiT

siPnm tarn ttui

ENGLISH WOMEN WHO BUILD MOTOR
TRUCKS, CUSSES AND OTHER CARS

PRODUCERSAND
THE GOT WAF l

I

r

1

■>*.
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THE SNAPSHOT

Prai.c. “FRUIT-A-TIVES"

i-

^Meb«W>.»c'..-Vi«eWbevAA*MbAi*ew*^A^Aa

(Copyright, 1*17, by t e McClura Newspaper Syndicate.)
The west bound express was sidetracked at Ancona waiting for the
Bruce Carman, *
east-bound train.
kodak enthusiast In the first stages of
the disease, had photographed every
attractive view from Albany and Niagara Falls to Ancona. From the hack
platform, from the steps of his own
ear, nnd from the observation smoker,

ALLr MUST MAKE SACRiFICI

he had “shot” the flying landscape.
At Ancona he was standing on the
Inst platform of the side-tracked train,
and had jotted down his photographic
memoranda of snow-crowned Catsklll
mountains.
A shrill whistle, an oncoming roar,
and the express thundered past on the
As It slowed up at the
main track.
station Carman’s train moved on. but
not before he had Indellhty fixed on
the film of his kodak a glimpse of the
hack platform of the passing train.
He raised his held and saw, vaguely,
a girl bending over a kodak focused,
apparently, on him, hut before s^e
looked up his car bud rounded a curve
and she was dost to view.
Carman returned to New York after
several weeks, and one of his first sets
With the
was to develop Ujs views.
luck of the ordinary amateur, a few
of them were good, hut most of them
were bad.
Only one view was sharp
and clear. Framed by the doorway of
a sleeper, a beautiful young girl looked
straight from the film lnlo Carman’s

Present and Future Interest* of Na
tion Are at Stake—Troops Must
Be Kept Fit to Bring the
Final Victory.

\

MR.

K. B,

By BEN F. M’CUTCHEON.
This great war in which the United
States now is an active and determined
participant is a war of the whole people. It is not being waged In the interest of any one class or combination
of classes. The present and future interests of every citizen of the nation
are at stake, and because of this there
can be no division of duty or responsibility. As a plain matter of self-defense, every man. woman and child
must shoulder a fair share of duty
and
-sponslbility; must be w illing to
make any sacrifice the circumstances
demand; must practice the thrift that
works tor the conservation of labor and
material—in a word, must be prepared
to co-operate with the government at
Washington In the most wholesome
and effective manner possible.
The United States has be«m at war
with the German empire almost a year.
Despite the fact that gre»at strides have
eon made in the nation's vast underaking, many citizens, particularly
hose in isolated parts of rural secions, have not yet had the war
‘brought home” to them forcibly and
vith the full meaning of the posslbiiiies of victory or defeat.
Farmer Much Concerned.
The American farmer, however far
■' moved
he may he from the centers
■f war activity, however vaguely the
or has been “brought home" to him.
i s us much concerned with the outcome
f the great struggle as any other clti-

O’FUYIMN

S3 North Union St., Rochester, N.Y.
“For five long years, I was afflicted
with Stomach, Liver and Kidney
Trouble, which developed into serious
Bladder Trouble. During that time,
I am safe in saying I tried over 50
different remedies without relief.
I saw a testimonial of, I think, a
Montreal man about ‘Fruit-a-tives*
and concluded to make one more

By the time the sample box
finished I found quite an improvement ; and when I had finished,
a 50c. box, there was a grand improvement far beyond my expectations.
To make a long story short, t
trial.
was

believe “Fruit-a-tives” or Fruit Liver
Tablets the best Stomach, Liver and
Bladder Medicine the world has ever

produced”.

R. B.

O’FLYNN,

Government Concrete inspector.
Tty. a box, 6 for $2.50, trie’ sire 25c.
j l uealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited, uu 1 -.5 -Sli L KG, X. Y,

COUNTY

NEWS

SOUTH SURRY.
Kverard Young is at home from Bangor,
where he has employment.
Lyman Curtis and Earle Bon«ey passed
successful

a

worth
Mr.

physical
recently.
and

Mrs.

examination at Ella-

Harold

Dow of North

Brook8viHe spent the week-end with Mrs.
Nora Young.*
Mrs. R. A Coggins is at home from
Morgan’s Bay, where she has been employed four weeks, as nurse at L. O.
Morgan's.
All who

can spare tbe time to go are enid-j-boat mg, and teams are^en
go ng on tbe ice with loads of hay

joying

daily
for Ellsworth. The ice boats go out to the
Sand Island light and to Bluehitl, also to
all

places

as

far

as one can see.

Alarcb i.

Tramp.
OTIS.

William J. Murphy and Mr. Wing of

Bangor came out last Sunday to
Murphy lumbering o rations.
W. O. Fogg and wife of Hull’s

visit the
Cove and

Jordan of Clifton were called here
Thursday last, by tbe illness of their sisMias Nancy Jordau. Mrs. Henry
ter,
Brawn and Mrs. Frankie Salisbury are
Ed.

also very ill.
Mar. 1.

Davis.

BLUE HILL.
The Children’s Tin Box fund has a
branch in Biuehill, and the response to
the plea on the box signs has been generous. This is an organization with a systematize 1 method of

public places

and

putting

tin boxes

in

private houses, for 'he

purpose of securing money wherewith to
feed children in distress. It has secured
in this country in fifteen months, $37,959m_

GOULDS BORO.
David Guptill of Brewer is visiting here.

George E. Joy was injured recently by
being caught between a pile of wood and
a

horse-s lea.

Friends of Ernest Whitaker, who went
to the E. M. Q. hospital last week for
for appendicitis, are glad to
know that the operation was successful
and he is getting along well.
treatment

March 4.

S.

CtT this oui—iti« north money
DON'T MISS THIS. Out out this slip, enclose with 5c and mail it to Foley & Co
1836 Sheffield Ave, Chicago
III., writing
yonr name and address clearly. You will
receive in return a trial package containing
Foley's Honey and Tar Coropou d, for
coughs, colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills,
for pain in
sides and back, rheumatism,
backache, kidney
and bladder ailroeuts;
and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome,
and thoroughly cleansing cathartic for constipation, biliousness, headache and sluggish bowels.—Moore's Drug Store.

MUCH RHEUMATISM

meeting
Hattie

where

lhey

with materials f*v work.

I8LKSFORD.
Willis
Dolliver was operated upon
Walter Hadlock and wife hare been
Thursday at the lighthouse by Drs.
*
their
>n
wbi
is
attendRussell,
;
visiting
Tapley, Phillips and Neal. Sunday he
ing the Bmgor high sch'bcl.

reported

was

The 8. C. 1104
took Mrs.

here

carr.e

Saturday

and

Nellie Spofford to the Bar Harfor surgical treatment.

hospital

bor

Mr. Morse of
who fcTfcs been

North Attleboro, Maas.,
visiting his son Urcver, left

last week

to

visit

his

borne.

return

other relatives

before

are

enjoyiug

the

ice,

people and

young engage

in

the

_

OBITUARY.
Mrs.

William

Young,

W.

the

oldest

place, died Feb. 27, at theape of eighty-six years, live months end oue
day. Mrs. Young was formerly Mim Carresident of this

oline

Stauley, and the last survivor of a
family of ten boys and girls, all born and
brought up here.

Young

Mrs.

was

twice

married.

Her

first husband was a Civil war veteran,
Bailey Ladd, and by this marriage she bad
two children, both of whom are living,
Mrs. Archie

Spurting

of this island and

of
Island.
Mrs.
Lewis,
Crauberry
Young's second husband survives her.
By this marri igesbe had one son, W iliism,
who has made a home for bis aged parents
and

w

hose write has

so

tenderly

cared

for

them.
Mrs.

Young

somewhat

improved.

W. P. Morphy arrive! last week
from Portland, where abe has spent the
Mrs.

winter.
tana

Mr.

Murphy

is

on

the 8. Si. Mon-

Portland and NorC. O. Marlin of this place is

plying

folk. Va.

between

second mate

on

the

same

boat.

P. M.

as

years since the coastIn the evening they
ing »a« so good.
have lantern* along the side of the road,
sport.

as

Mar. 2

The young folk*
it has been several

and old

I

80UTH

Condon, who has been quite ill
two weeks, is better
Deputy Sheriff Fred J. Perkins recently
cut tria foot badly.
Mrs. Laura Wentworth is
with her
mother, Mrs. Latte W. Bates.
Alfred

Wiltre R. Tapley, v*ho is employed in
Rockland, has tievn at home the past

member of

the Bed Cross Christmas drive. 8bo was
always busy, and had made quilts, and
knit socks for the soldiers. She bsd been

failing in health tor several months,, bui
had been able to be up a part of each day
to within twenty-four hours of her (heath.

>

week.
Herbert L. Black
to

take

charge

haegone to New York
of

the

seboone-

Oak

Woods, receutly purchased by him.
Capk. Simpson of SfPuth Bluehilt has
purchased the schooner Joanna Djrgan,
to use as a freighter between that place
and Bette at.
Gray JkTapler, the local traders, :*ave a
supplying tor market, a* tbey
bave to haul everything from either. Belbard tune
fast

or

Tbe
sented

the oldest

was

BROOfcLSVILLE

Ellsworth.

play*
at

Brooksvalle
Feb.

played

“American

to
at

Flag.”

was*

pre-

Foresters’ ball by pupils o4
high schoct Tuesday evening,
a

crowded

bouse.

They

also

Sedgwick Friday.
C.

M«m 2.

;

Otter Attracts
If there are any rheumatic sufferers in
town who have not availed themselves of
C. E. Alexander’s generous offer th^y
should do so at once
He states that if Rheums, the guaranteed prescription for rheuamatism, does
Dot give any purchaser quick and joyful
relief he will return the purchase price
without any quibbling or re J tape.
Rheumatism is a dangerous disease, and
anyone who has the sligntest taint of it
Should drive it from the system as soon as
possible. Read what Rbeuma did for this
having bunches on my elbows, feet aud wrists. I took everything
1 could get, with flv relief. I saw your ad.
and wax greatly improved before I bad
used two bottles, and was cured before I
bad finished the third. I thank God for
Bheuma and that I am free trom rbeuma*
If anyone wishes in forma
tiam to-day.
I think
lion from roe 1 will write the n.
Rbeuma is a miracle.’* Mrs. Lucia Ryder,
N.
Y.
162 Gilbert street, Syracuse,
Good druggists everywhere sell Rbeuma.
A large bottle is inexpensive and sufficient
for two weeks’ treatment.

By

called upon
rifice, if need be, they
to form the second, but none the less
important, line of defense. They can
not engage in the actual business oi
fighting, but their government has tin
right to expect them to aid In support
lng tlie American fighting forces b;
lending their money to the cause.

Mrs. B*-lle Trask

are

has

been

successfully

the E. M. Q. hospital
operated upon
and is rapidly recovering.
at

For dyspepsia, our uaavona! ailmeok. a»t
Baidock Blood Bitter*. Bee mmended for
-trengtheuJBg digestion, punf>ing tbe blood.
At all drugstores. $1 IBs bottle
—

kjiiltars

are

*very* bony.

Ttt&rmmt*.
*

Can’t Identify Eggs.
Chicago.—Three men In an aub (
drove alongside of a grocery deliver,
wagon as the driver alighted, drew re
volvers and pillaged the wagon. The;
took two dozen eggs and sped away.
“How are we to recognize the stole:
goods?" the police ask.

In This—The

Age

of

Specialists

—

The True

: L F” ATWOOD’S MEDICINE

Boy Captures 16? Melee.
Eugene, Ore.—One hund: d and sii
ty-flve moles, whose skins were w* r;
tr:ij
a total of $35, were cai
by Olenn Bailey, a
boy living east of till-

Stands oat

as a

i:n measurably

with you.

in the Relief of Digestive Troubles.
In fact this safe medicine—a reliable prescription—has been a specialty for
three generations—well over 60 years: a record for reliability that should count

Specialty

Buy the large bottle today at your druggist’s or general storekeeper's. Have
uandy the next time you have a headache; when your stomach is a bit upset;
hen you are bilious, constipated; or have restless sleep. Take as directed—
ou will find as thousands before you have found, the surprisingly effective
nerties of this truly remarkable medicine
Sample free.
The “L. F." Medicine Co, Portland, Maine.
tml

printed

Accounted for It
Charles was Invited Into the bouse
of a neighbor to Inspect a baby, perhaps one year younger than his own
brother ,of whom he was proud. The
neighbor, to plague him, claimed the
baby superior to his brother. Charles,
too loyal to admit It too polite to dispute with his elder, remarked thoughtfully: “Well, of course It's a 1017
model.”

Strong

uj

Bameveld, Wia.—‘I was in a
run-down, anaemic CotdL
tion, so that my housework was
nervous,

1

Carman
and even month*.
the picture oft and she was
in
blueprint she was
rharmlng;
beautiful, and blueprints are crucial
tests of beauty; on carbon paper she
was exquisite, and with each experimental printing her image penetrated
Jecper and deeper Into Carman's
Peart. At last he c»lnrg«-d her; or, not
julte at lust, for the cn>wnlng point
jf his folly was to frame her In silver
ind Install h*-r on his dressing table
is mistress of his heart anj possessions.
Tlien, one evening, she was
ihristeued, and It was In this way:
.lack Krennotr ran up to Cam aa'r
■ootns to communicate some bit of
>ersnnal Information; wandering Idly
1 ibout
the room, he saw the photograph, picked It up. glanced at It care*
essly. then ?>ut lb down. "Good photorrnph.” he said ; “amateur, of couose. I
lldn’t know you knew Edith so well.
She’s a Jolly girl. Isn't she?”
“N—n<>—y-yes."' stammered Carman.
Sd'th! and there was a man who knew
perl But what a fool he would be to
isk the name of a girl whose photograph was eushtltR-d tu the privacy of
lls dressing tablet In a moment more
Brennon was gone.
By this time Edith’s photographic
presentment filled Bruce Carman's life,
and the entire world was merely a
Sense veil hiding lo r from him. He
.vent to every dance and dinner, he
?ven haunted teas, hoping that he
might find her. Once he was Invited
lo a (Sinner to meet “My cousin. Miss
Balnbridge of Toronto.”
PYhen he stood before his hostess
that nlglit his face was white and his
rolce hoarse with emotion.
“Kidth. Mr. Carman; Miss iiainbrldge, Mr. Carman.” The words were
spok-m and Caroian turned to meet
her. Alas! this Edith was not bis
Edith, but only aq elderly Scotch
spinster. Carman never knew how he
lived through that evening.
The winter drew to a close, and CarShojld be
man was growing hopeless.
start out In qnest of her, he asked
himself? But what a hopeless qnest!
It was Friday, and Carman was on
his way to an afternoon reception. No
hope of finding her led him there, but
one of his g.rl friends hud asked him
to help her a> entertain her guests^
H* waited for a moment In the antechamber, realizing from the voices
that only girls were In the adjoining j
room.
Them he heard a name that
mode his heart stand still.
"Don't tea. me. Edith Brannon, that
you have worn his picture aver since.”
“Yes, I have. You can call It silly
If you like-, but of all the snapshots
that I took, from Denver to New York,
his was the only one that coma out.
Of cours*. there was a fate i® that.
Could anyone doubt It? It's in this
very locket now, and 111 wear It until
I meet him. I know I will some time,
Fm absolutely positive of that.”
“Oh, how do you do, Mr. Carman?
I didn't hear you come In," exclaimed
the hostess. “It's awfully good of you
to cone so early. You know every one
here; don't you? Oh, no—Miss Brennoit I want you to meet Mr. Carman.
Site's Jack Brennon's cousin from
Denver, you know. Y'on've heard him
speak of his cousin Edith a thousand
times, haven't you?”
The words flowed on In a melodious
murmur. Carman heard none of them.
Her hand was In his and—well, of
course, Cupid was on hand to complete the task It had commenced on
the sidetrack at Ancona.
(reek*,

supplied

were

Her

WeO

"Ily Jove!" he exclaimed, “what a
beauty? She must be the Ancona
girl."
The Ancona girl she was and the
Ancona girl she remained for days,

Saturday evening with Mrs.

on

Norwood,

Made

It

ejys.

Men Must Be Kept Fit.
B.\sa HARBOR.
With conditions, intolerable and deMrs*. Annie Albee i.mertained the Fb-d
Mrs. Youngbad been a very active woman,
tractive to the American producer,
Cross
knitting bee- 8aturda\ evening.
^ rought about by the arrogant German was always interested in whatever was
Mrs. Daisy Thurston wilt be hostess- next
for the good of the community, and lendf cvernment, the United States, after
ing a helping hand whenever she eouid. Saturday evening.
ubjecting its patience to the severest
She leaves six grandchildren, one of
Mrs. Ella Wallace spent Saturday at the
* est,
took the bit into her mouth
whom ism the service, and several uepbKicA.
Mrs.
home sf her brother* L. D
nd entered upon the task of preservews and nieces.
Wallaoe has been til since fall, and her
ng her rights and the rights of all who
The funeral was held at the home* Kev. many friends were glad to see her:
i ive under her flag.
This nation has
A- P. MacDonald officiating.
The choir
Friends of Guy Earner learnt with
, ailed many hundreds of thousands of
sang three selections. There were many regret of the sirious ac^id-*nt that hapoung men to the colors, many of
beautiful flowers. Intermeut was-bn the
pened to him recently at Lake Heb n,
vhom already are in the war zones of
family cemetery.
Fla., where he and has wife are spending
Ganders and France.
Other young
Mar. 4.
B.
the winter. Wheir
driving a nail it
nen—sons of the soil as weil as sons
glanced and struck his glasses and broke
>f the city—will be called to strengthen
MCKINLEY.
them* -eriousiy injuring one of bis eyes.
hose who already have donned the
Mrs. Lucy Richardson is very lour.
JL Y. Z.
Mae. 4.
thaki of the army and the blue of the
Miss Charlotte KeLey is employed at
navy. Their voyage across the submaHollis Reed's.
WEST HANCOCK
rine-infested seas must be safe-guardClarence Kelley has returned tx* Boston
Little Waldo M jLaughlin, wyo bai been
ed ; their bodies must be kept strong by
seriously ill. is slowly gaining.
the proper nourishment while on the to attend school.
A son, Clarence, was born Feb. 19 to Mr.
James i. Dodge passed tbe physical ex*
European battlefields and on the warami-uation for tbs army last week.
Bbips that are striving to keep the seas and Mrs. Clarence McKay.
open to traffic between the American
Mrs. Prank Manchester is sufficiently
Harvey McKariwnd is visiting his grandproducer and the buyers of Europe; redbvered from her illness to be out.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Phillips, at
their health must be conserved—in a
F>anklin.
H. P. Richardson fell on the ice recently,
word, they must be kept fit to bring
Mar. 4.
M. M. M.
breaking two bones in his left wrist.
to
the
cause
of
the
American
victory
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Walls have returned
nt-oducer.
from Portland, where Mr. Walls has bad
Flames That Give Off No Heat.
And those who remain at home realA French, scientist, who is keepla*
ize t responsibility in keeping with employment.
the details secret, claims he has InMr. and Mrs. Robert Trask of Manset
that upon the endangered shoulders of
vented u flume derive# from electricAmerican manhood in the fighting spent last week with Mr. and Mrs. Frank
ity that win not-give off heat.
Manchester.
and
sacranks.
thrift
saving, by

Cure, No Pay
Many Suflerers.

•offerer.
$ “For five yean* I suffered with articular

V,;ws

COUNTY

1 ial

Local Druggist’s Bio

rheumatism',

WOMEN MACHINISTS AT WORK IN FITTING SHOP.
Since the beginning of the war the employment of women In the BritWork of a highly techniish metal Industries has Increased 34 per cent.
cal nature, requiring long experience and practice. Is now being performed
efficiently by women In many branches of the London General Omnibus
company's factories In constructing motorcars and busses.
The photograph shows a young woman at work on the engine of a
motorhus.
Not only are women displacing men In England, but also In this country. and a movement has been started on the Padflc coast by labor unions
demanding the fullest protection from exploitation of woman workers.

en.

America went to war with the lmpeGerman government partly beause the kaiser and his advisers reu.-erf |o let tills nation send to Europe
Is vessels laden with the products of
imerlean farms and fields and factores.
The Imperial German government
( ruelly sank these vessels and murder( d American sailors.
Assuming that
♦
he German government had not been
ailed on account for its open violation
< f International treaty right—for there
\ as an
understanding that neutral vesels should not be sunk without wani1 ng and not then unless they contained
< ontraband of war destined
to the en< my—what
would have become of
imerican shipping in general?
The answer is that none of American
* rmlucts would have reached the forign markets. The war has vastly inreased the foreign demand for Ainer•an farm products, and the prices the
^ rodueers are receiving are the high* st they have received in
many years.
* v>, the war is being waged very largely
* a the Interest of the American produef r of foodstuffs,
making It possible for
1 lm to enter his goods in the foreign
r larkets, which, because of war condlious, have been forced to rely almost
ntirely upon the American producers
f or the necessities of life.

THIS WEAK,
MRVOUS WOMAN
TOOK vnu

By •••OUDfi S. ZARICK.

Every Citizen Must Be Prepare!
to Give Government Full
Share of Support.

.fiwtifwmml Inspector In Rocheataf

j

"

burden.
Vinol was
recommended,
and it made me well and
strong
is certainly the best tonic
and
strength creator I have ever taken."
Mrs. John Lewis.
Vinol is a cod liver and iron
coa
stitutional remedy for weak,
nervous!
run-down conditions of men.
women
and children. Vour money will be re.
turned if it does not help you.
Alexander’s Pharmacy, C. E.

Alexander,

Prop., Ellsworth.
----

COUNTY

NKWs

|

WEST FRANKLIN.
Doris Clark bas been
visiting at

Miss

Holden.

Mrs. Emily Coombs

wi#

•

week-end

|

visitor in East brook.

Mrs. Spencer of Holden is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Clark.
Mrs Vivian Abbott and daughter visited Mrs. Abbott's sister. Mr*.
Henry

Billings,

\

last week.

Bradbury, Jr., John Coombs and
Harold Worcester parsed the medical eximinstion at Ellsworth last week.
Frank

Mrs. Gerald Coombs and two

children,

[>f North Jay, aro visiting Mr*. Coomb*'
parents, Mr. and Mr». ( laud Clark.
School* closed
last

for tbe spring vac a ion
the condition*,

Considering

week.

the attendance has been

remarkably good.
Pratt, who 1ms r*-en with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Clark,
several weeks, has returned toSomerville*
Ma*v
Mr*. Gerald

Braoey, who in Jared hi* knee *erely by filling on the ice and had to be
Lakeu to the E. M. G. hospital, »• reported
Bar)

re

comfc-rlthie.

»s

Gordon of Hancock is coming
Wolf Lipsky,
who is haring a large amount of wood cul
>n township No. 8.
Albert

to-day

to

haul cordwood for

M. Ct R. K. were
looking over the ground
with a view of putting in a sifting at tbe
Emerald Granite Co. quarry.
In last week's items mention was made
M Shirley Sawyer, who is in the service,
ind was reported on bis way to Krauc*.
His mother has received a letter telling of
his illness of diphtheria in % base hospital near New York.
Mar. L
Echo.
He presen ta lives of the

here

last

week

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. AP.eu of

Sedgwick, who ha* born
visiting her daughter, Mr*, tit B. Condon,
ha* returned home.
The Clark high school presented “Tbe
Deacwn’s Second Wife" at Ragaduce hall
Thursday evening, Feb. 2ft. It was well
attended, the proceeds being fZO.
The many friends of Urban Laach and
Whitman Wescolt will be pleased to learn
that

both

corporals

have

to

been

promoted

from

sergeants.

Mar. 4.

L.

FRENCHBORO.
fbe ice has taken down
flsti houswand

Nathan Osier

s

part of tbe wharf.

Thomas Lnnt, Bennai Luat, Shirley
Lunt amt Pearl Rice have been called for
the draft examination.

Lnnt, who leas beam in GIouMaas., recently visited his brother
going lo his hois* in McKinley.

UlendDD
aester,
before

Minks are quite pleiAitul in the Islands,
hemaa Davis recently cau«bt tbe largest
one wear seen

here.

1.

March

L.

EGMBT.
Shirley Hewyer is at si Cbmp Uerens.
1. P. Austin sod daughters are furui.bing many men wiia cmpkn-me-it by permitting them to lumber au their land.
Oscar Jordan of Waltham is baeiiug
ship knees and pulp, wood tor Oliver
Brsgdon and Pelhen Smith.
March 4.
C.

NOBTH LAMOINE.
John

Cartes of

week-end with his
Carter.

at

Beech Hitt

mother,

spent

Mrs.

the

Boland.

Charles Whits, who haa spent acme urn*
Homes sound, has returned and ia sin-

ployed

in Mr.

Mar. 4.

Nutting’s

mill.

Y.

Porcelain, Feather, Fur Money.
Porcelain money is used In Burma
and Siam; and feather money, manufactured from the short red feather*
from beneath the wings of a specie*
of parrot. Is the ordinary currency of
the Santa Cruz islanders. The Loyalty
islands, which lie iu the Pacific to the
of Australia, are famous for their
fur money. The fur. which Is taken
from behind the ears of the so-called
“flying fox," in reality a large frulteatlng bat. Is woven Into cords of various lengths, and these constitute the
ordinary currency of the islanders.
east

I.«Mtiea Can W**i»r 'htw*
One site Hotelier after uaiog Allen’* Foot'
Eaae tbe antiseptic
powder f«r swollen,
tender, aching feet. It make# walking a delight. relieves corns and bunions of au p*m*t
and givaa rest and contort. Hold everywhere.
**€
Sample
Don't accept any nt&eitJwf*
FREE. Addrea* Au.au 8. Olm*t«o, LoRoy*
n. y.

SbHirttaratMiit.

That’s

!
For

Coughs,

JOHNSON’S

nmrnts which follow Illustrate Belgian
appeals and German answers.
"In the matters of the requisition
made by the German authorities on October 20. 1018 (requisition of a list ol
workmen to be drawn up by the mu-

GERMAN HONOR
DRAGGED IN DUST

TANKS FEARED BY
Mi OF ENEMY

nicipality)
“The municipal council resolves to

Colds,

! COUNTY NriWS
FRANKLIN.
Miss Lola Dyer

High

school

w

as

in

Bangor last

closes this

week.

*eek, for

one

week.

Judson Gordon of Halifax was in town
mnintitln Its attitude of refusal.
last week.
Use
of
“Chariots
of:
“It further feels It Its duty to place
anodyne Liniment
The E. M. C. 8. girls’ basketball team
on record the following:
Assault” Causes Alarm
Throat,
will play the Franklin team here,
Thujs“The city of Tournal Is prepared to
the Germans.
day evening.
Grippe,
submit unreservedly to all the exigenVida, six-year-old daughter of Mr. and
cies authorized by the laws and cusCTamps,
Originated by a family
Mtb. Calvin Dyer, who broke her leg
toms of war. Its sincerity cannot be
while
physician, and preALL APPEALS WERE FLOUTED questioned. For more thun two years
coasting, is doing well.
Chills,
s-r'bC'l in bis practice.
Mias Ellen Bragdon was up from HarIt has submitted to the German occn-1
on
Asthma,
L
pation, during which time It has lodged
rington, and TbomaH Bragdon from North
Pathetic and Dignified Supplications of and lived at close
It contains many more
Jay, to attend the funeral of Lorenzo
Tonsilitis,
quarters with the
Counter
Measures
Cannon
as Bragdon.
Regard
soothing, healing, pain
German troops, yet it has displayed |
Municipal Governments Answered
Bronchitis,
Best Suited for Repulsing MonThe program for the
destroying ingredients
perfect composure and has refrained i
by Rebuke and Heavy Fine
evening of March 8
:
sters—Hand Grenades Considfrom any act of hostility, proviug ;
Sprains,
than Other liniments.
entertainment, in aid of Red. Cross, is atImposed by General Hopfer.
Authorities.
ered
Useless
tractive.
It
is
that
Is
It
by
thereby
unlimited by no idle
hoped it will be liberally
Strains,
as
patronized.
Over the earnest protest of Cardi- spirit of bravado.
Most expensive liniI
111
ins
With the French Armies.—Tlve alarm
aeciarntion aatea septemocr
The Red Cross auxiliary
Burns,
gratefully acr.al Mercier, heroic head of the 2.
ment to produce, hut
191-1, the German governor general with which the Germans view the In- knowledges the receipt of $23 from the
“■
Bruises,
church in Belgium, the terrible of Belgium declared: ‘I ask none to creasing use of tanks and “chariots basketball girls, tie
posts you no more.
proceeds from the
of assault” by the allied armies In game recently played here.
Etc.
plans of the kaiser's high officers renounce his patriotic sentiments.'
"The
their attacks Is Indicated by the folconLorenzo Bragdon, an esteemed citizen,
full value to humanity
concerning the deportation of the fidence Incitythisof Tournal reposes
25c. & 50c.
decaratlon, which It Is lowing rules, which are taken from a
rather than r.n inferior
people were carried out. The sol- hound to consider as the sentiment <it general order, dated November E7, who had been ill several months, died
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nouse.

Solemn Promises Made to Belgians Proved to Be Worse
Than Worthless.

Sore

Can any other
Liniment
the market

Increasing

Among
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When Tired and Nervous
day

table,

aching

something

frayed
strengthen

system.

BEECNAMTS PILLS
quickly helps

They

HAVING

Farm

V

Bring Welcome Relief

c»

aUmntiatmcm*
premiere of Jeanne d'Arc,

PARIS AGAIN GAY;
CLOTHES CHANGE

to

a

work

new

Paris, though not to London. "Half

toilettes,” which were only to be distinguished from the ante-bellum evening gowns by the aforementioned use
of a film of tulle, were worn by all the
women; and many of them appeared

AFTER STOCK-TAKING SALE

headin
interesting and unusunl
dresses. Paris seems to feel the necessity of headgear with a semi-evening
in French
Better
frock; hence the introduction of all
Its Effect on
sorts of amusing arrangements. Oriental turbans, jeweled effects, elaborate
Women’s Fashions.
bands of jet with dangles over the
ears, all of these and many more were
seen, and they were creations of the
AMERICAN AID
| best dressmakers of France.
In |he street, the Paristenne still
I champions the frock and coat, or the
MateSatin, Which Has Been Favorite
All winter, satin has
"coat dress."
rial All Winter tor Outdoor Wear,
been a favorite material for outdoor
Is Expected to Continue
things, interlined, of course, for
in Favor.
warmth, and simply slathered with

Capital

Feeling
Having

We have just finished our annual inventory and have found
certain lots of goods that we desire to close out. We have added

RESPONSIBLE

jkv

o

ther goods, and these will be put

sale

on

Wednesday Morning, March 6,
at prices that will certainly interest all

thrifty people.

Sale Will Last One Week
and

as

Coats
for the spring. It is of dark
red atraw with a large flower worked
out in worsted In the front.
New hat

10c

years ago. For
spring, the combination of materials,
which seems to please our own designers and manufacturers equally
well, will be featured.
There really ought to be few women with “the face" to knit in colored
wools for their own adornment, in
these days of crying demands from
the army and navy. But the slip-on
garment without sleeves has taken
such a hold upon our affections that
It is difficult to think of abolishing It
altogether. Nor need we do so. American designers, anxious to serve their
soldiers and sailors In this vital matter, have had the cleverness to offer
the same type of garment In materials of which there is, at present, do
such pressing need.
Vests of flannels, of heavy shantungs and other rough weaves of silk,
ever
of satin, made almost exactly
like the sweater vest of last summer,
have been made up and are being offered to women whose patriotic intention might weaken If these novelties
were any less attractive than
they
are.
Jersey, both tn wool and silk. Is
another favorite material for them.
success

I

a

good

many

iu

u

uip,

vuc.

Most of the milliners say small hats
I-_1
for spring, for the beginning of spring
Gown with draped skirt.
<t i* of at any rate.
Lewis Is reported to
pale-pink taffeta, with the bodice em- have said “toques” very distinctly and
broidered with white silk.
Old rose tp be making them to salt Individual
velvet ribbon rune over the shoulder and
faces, by building them on the head
around the waist. The skirt is caught of a client, fold by fold. It mnst be
up at one side, and the other side 1s an Interesting operation to watch. Of
veiled in white tulle.
course, as long as hats do such things,
Is doomed to remain very
tends to the audience. However. we hairdressing
much as at present. And no one haa
are told that the Parlslenne is feeleither time or Inclination to Indulge
ing so much happier that she makes |
In the making of elaborate pulls and
one thickness of tulle
fulfill official
curls In these times of strenuous enrequirements, and the demi-toilette
deavor, war work and 24-hour waiting
grows more like formal evening dress
j days.
every week.
(Copyright, Utt7. by the McClure Newsps.
The deml-tollette, however. Is nothper Syndicate.)
There has ah
ing new to France.
ways been a certain popularity for this
Silk for Summer.
type of gown in Paris, and worn with
Silk and satin suits will no donbt
a bat. It was often seen at the theatet
come Into their own again next sumor at restaurant or hotel dinners bemer.
Even foulard Is being made Into
fore the war.
suits. The scarcity and high prices of
Paris Again Gay.
wool material no doubt are the cause,
but women are glad of the opportunity
Some of the recent first nights In
Paris have been signalized by the to wear such thoroughly feminine mawearing of exceedingly good clothes terial and feel fashionably dressed at
This was particularly true of the the same time.

|

j

or

of the lots

small, it will

are

“

value,

lot

1

*05

.25
“

42 in,

“

33e

Sale

“

Batting, 12^c values,

3 Bales

Corsets, values

up to

Tablets, 25c value,

lot

1

Hamburg edges and insertions, 25% discount.

1 lot framed

values,

3 for .25

.98

and 39c
Sale price,
The frame is worth more than this.

pictures,

All other

Cap ami
price,

scarf combinations,

Cotton

35c

pictures

at about one-half

worth $1.

Night-Robes,

Sale

1 iot Kimono aprons, values from 98c to

$1.98 value, Sale

Sale

11.49

There
assure a

are

orders,

Mail

Palm Beach cloth, Persian
Sale price,

8Qc values,
-59

when

Price,

I

.75

$1.39

Sale Price .05

many other lots too small to mention which you

quick sale.

price.

price,

Milward’s Needles, 10c value,
Ladies’ summer union suits, 75c and
Sale price,

.19

...

.—

Heavy

1

Sale Price, .19

25c values,

Not all sizes

One lot Ladies’

I

Sale price, 3 for .25

1-2C,

Sale price, .12J4
“
50c
.25
value,
Drops,
44
5doz. Imogene Talcum Powder, 25c]value,
.15
'4
44
3 doz. Comfort Medicated Powder,
2 for .25

.32

“

$2.50,

.15
.98

1 lot Ear

.25
.29

price,
“

“

39c

12

1 lot Wardrobe

.39
.19

“

“

“
“

This blanket will sell for $2.50 next fall.

value, Sale price, .98

value,

35c

“

“

6-4
1 lot

Cotton,

.89
.39

Ginghams, 25c

10 prs. small white Blankets,

.15

yds Heavy All Linen?Crash,
“

“
“

values,

baby pins, lingerie clasps and
For the sale,
friendship circles,

40 in. Bleached

up to

Bags,

Odds and ends Bates’

*-15

All 50c

300

Bags, values

.fl.50,

Jergen’s Violet Glycerine Soap, worth

All 25c numbers,
One lot ladies’ umbrellas, $1.25

Bale price, ,25

value,

Leather

1 lot 50c Ladies’
“

.25

long-sleeve Jersey Corset

covers, 39c

.10

spools for

6

•

1 lot Ladies’

price, .‘25

early.

pay you to come

Clark's O. N. T. spool cotton,

10 doz. Ladies’ Boot Silk Hose, black
and white, 69c value,
20 doz. Inf. Cashmere Hose, silk heel
and toe, 39c value,
1 lot Leather Change Purses, 25c value,

Jersey Weaves Taken Up.
In fact, Jersey weaves have not In
the least diminished in popularity.
The first wool Jersey woven In this
country was rather too reminiscent of
Uncle Josh’s red underwear to have
a success with fastidious women.
But
the weave has greatly Improved.
As for the silk varieties, there Is a
heavy sort, of vegetable fiber, which
is Immensely satisfactory. It la heavy
and lustrous and not too stretchable.
It hangs In the rich, long folds that
ding to the figure and lends Itself
particularly well to strictly one-piece
frocks or costa which hang from the
shoulders In an Oriental effect Such
material la never lined, but It Is worn
over a lining of some sort made especially for It
Paris is using this heavy kind for
outdoor coats, some of them of the
slip-on over the head sort which have
failed to achieve success with us, but
which she still fancies.
Our hotels,
restaurants and houses are still, in
spite of threatened coal famine, sc
well-heated, for the most part, that we
have retained our habit of slipping
off our outdoor garments at the
The idea of
slightest provocation.
wriggling out of a coat made all in
one piece or pulling It over our heads
like a sailor boy taking off his blouse,
does not appeal to uk; neither does
the French woman’s way of getting
it on again, which is simply to make
a circle of the garment on the floor
and step Into the middle of It, pulUng
It up around her.
Here is another
reason for the retention of the small
hat. Such a feat would be impossible

some

Sale
Wide Dresden Ribbon, 39c value,
Blue Mixed Country Yarn, 23c value,
Ladies’ Fine Cotton Handkerchiefs,

I__I

them.
Paris itself wonders. But make inquiries as to the reason, and after
more or less deliberation you will receive from all quarters the same answer.
America is responsible.
The American troops are paid on
a scale that would turn a French war
ministry white with horror. Besides,
many of the brand-new officers now
wearing Cncle Sam's uniform are
men with bank accounts which would
be respected even in extravagant New
York. Put any American with money
in his pocket in Paris, and his impulse is to spend it and keep on
spending R. Wearing brown clothes
and a flannel shirt isn't going to alter
that instinct. It's too deep-seated.
The visiting American officer goes
to the theater, of course, though unfortunately he is apt to be a little
deaf in his French ear. But his eyes
are keen enough; and by all accounts,
he gets his money's worth optically
if not orally.
Parisian plays are said
to be better and to be more attractively costumed than they have been
since 1914. There Is no ban milltaire
on evening dress, on
the stage, at
least, though the prohibition still exI

to these lots,

fur.
Satin will continue In favor and
there Is month*, of a revival of the
"wool-back” arlety, v.hlch had some

New York.—Among the accumulated
glooffis In the war news there are little nuggets of cheer. One of these is
the undoubted improvement of what
might be called the general atmosphere of Paris. Every arrival from
that city, every fashion letter, even
the more serious chronicles, speak of
the intangible change which has come
Apover t}ie municipal conscience.
parently, nothing is changed; yet in
the restaurants and hotels the menus
are
are more appetizing; the diners
gayer; the theaters are fuller and the
pieces played there are more interesting and better mounted. At the opera,
at the conferences of fashionable lecturers, at the few concerts, at all the
places where society gathers, the same
story of better dressing, of increased
interest in clothes and all that pertains to them, of the discreet reappearance of Jewelry, is told by so
many witnesses that we are forced by
mere weight of numbers to believe

|

accompanied by

or

money

will find

checks, 25c values.
.19

displayed

prices that will

at

checks, filled carefully.
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be ball to

NEWS

JOUNTY

EAST SULLIVAN.
Mr. end Mr*. Harold Noyea of Seal Haror are

at F. A.

Noyea’

for

a

few weeks.

Fred R. Urannare visiting
tia parents, Mr. and Mr*. Harry Urann.
E. N. Hill, who, with Mr*. Hill, la
pending the month at A. T. Hill’a, la In
lar Harbor to attend town meeting.
Dinner will be served at the grange hall
The proown meeting day, March 11.
Mr. and Mr*.

ved* will be for church expense*.

Georgia Robertson, who tell reently and broke one of the bone* of her
inkle, is beiDg nursed by her slater, Mr*,
liar* Hanna.
Mr*.

Friend* of Andrew C Johnson, formof this place, were pleased to learn,
hat after completing a bungalow in Mallen, Mass., he immediately secured a wife

irly

is

its mistress.

O. Johnson, a nurse in the
J. S. R. A. N. C., somewhere in France,
vrote Feb. 2 of having just reoeived her
.'hristma* box, and that she abed tears of
oy over the home "eats.”
Miss Clarissa

H. Hanna has kindly offered hi*
tome for Sunday services at 1.30 p. m., on
ilternate Sundays, there being no wood at
G.

conserve.

lay, Mr. Sparks

^

was

Owing to tbe stormy
not here March 3.

Invitations were received to the tweotylftb anniversary of the marriage of Rev.
ind Mrs. Charles Asa Merrill, Feb. 27.
rhey are now located in Vineyard Haven,
Mrs. Merrill is pleasantly reroemHas*.
jered as Miss Annie Emery, and Mr. Merel as tbe teacher of tbe ttrat high school
>n Bridghem bill.
H.

Mar. 4.

KEWS

y> T\TV
BURRY.
chool
Leon

Lord

Kthel

Miss

of

Castine normal

spent tbe week-end at borne.
Lord is borne from Beverly, Mass.

Paul Clark

was

in town last

week.

Tbe Red Cross auxiliary will hold
meeting with Mrs. H. H. Harden.

its

ext

The Burry Red Cross auxiliary now has
members, from all parts of tbe town,
nd is accomplishing much work. Tbe

20

EAST FRANKLIN.
Howard Huibert is home from Lynn
was called to be examined

Maas., where be
lor the army.

Mias Hazel Gordon of 8ullivan spent tbe
week-end with her cousin. Miss Gladys
Scammons.

training tor tbe army.

accompanied

father, W. H.
Mr. Joy’s
her.

Her

brother, Frank H. Joy, recently visited
him in Portland.
March 4.

Byerly

8. Stanley, chairClarke, secretary;
laniel McKay, treasurer. Tbeae officers,
ilth H. H. Harden and Charles Cunningare

man;

Misa

Mabelle

ism, compose tbe executive committee,
'be knitting committee is composed of

ire. W. L.

Nason Springer, Paul Blaisdell, George
Joy and Bbirley Wallace are home from
North Jay, where they have been employed.
Mrs. Marcia Joy has gone to Portland
where her husband, Reginald Joy, is

Gordon,

Mrs.

Ulcers

B.

'barles
nd

Treworgy. chairman; Mrs.
Osgood and Mrs. Eugene Conary,

tbe sewing committee of Miss Annie

Iray, chairman. Mrs. Eugene Moon
lisa Mary E. Btllington.
March 4.

and

L

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Burton Wilson and wife are reoeiving
< ongratulal ions
upon the] birth of s
laughter, born Feb. 28.
Mrs. Della 8. Miller, with ber
mother,

Mrs. Phebe Temple,
liam

Temple

tor

Is with

Mrs.

Wil-

few weeks.

a

Chester Hamilton had a large evening
party recently. Music was a feature of the
were
entertainment.
Refreshment*
served.
Mina Virginia Rice and Master
Rice entertained a party of young
Wednesday evening Mis* Selina
of Weat Sullivan was the only

Wilbur
friends
Havey
out-of-

town guest.

H.

Mar. 4.
_

OAK POINT.
Mra. R. U. Leland and two children are
at Seawall.

vtailing

Walter Gray

falling

was

tree while

quite badly hurt by

working

tn

the

•

woods.

Mra. David Marshall, who has been ill*
is much improved in health.
The friends of Mrs. Lucretia Marks are
glhd to know that she is gaining in health.

Austin’Conary has purchaaed the house
formerly occupied by C. A. Smith, and

moved

there.

Worden will be at the
farm of J. W. Remick Thursday afternoon,
Match 14, to give an orchard deroomstration. In the evening at the town hall be
will meet the farmers and discuss crop*
and fertiliser.
x*
Mar. 4.

County Agent

